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'ALBERT FRANKLIN BANTA: ARIZONA PIONEER.
Edited by FRA~KD~.REEVE
(Continued) .

An my life' i have made animal nature a study; have
watched their many sided characteristics; their habits, etc., .
etc., and have found they have many things in common with
. the human race. Everyone knows theantelope is one of the
most timid of animals, an~ one of the most warry,yet I
have crawled up to one hi the open prairie, with hardly a
spear of grass·between. It is hard and slow work, espeCially'
in the hot sunshine; and it is very straining ori the eyes, because one's eyes must he kept upon the animal's.ears and
never for a moment taken (jff of tliem. As the antelope can"Ilot see you unless a movement is made, you keep your eyes
on-the antelope's ears, it standing broadside, to you, and the
moment it begins to raise its ears, lie· quiet. But when the
.earsbegiris to droop you crawl slowly forward; this forward
movement may not be for more than a few seconds,' and as
soon as the ears show any movement you stop again. This
program must be followed to the end. . It is tedious, tiresome
work, but can be done oniy where a solitary antelope is seen, .
for if there are more than one; some of them have their ears
on .thealert all the time so it. would be impossible of success'.
I have stood perfectly still and had gray squirls run up
my legs to my shoulders, but :their sharp ciawswould. prick.
my skin and I would have to flinch, when how they would
scurry away to the nearest tr~e 'and' ma.ke a great fu'ss 'over
so strangl:) a matter.. qf course' they 'could not distinguish
me from a stump or other inanimate object, and' only my'.
movem~nt gave them notice that things were not as they
. seemed to be.. And so. it is with all, animals' and birds. Nine
times in ten when the hunter observes a bear coming in his
.direction the bear does not see him' as they do not see very
far ahead if the hunter is standing still, and the 'bear has
not been wounded, he will pass him by without notice except
it be a ~mell of the hunter; in this case he will stop and go
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thrti the same performance above discribed. If the bear be
wounded and coming for you, and there are any large trees
'near,runto the nearest big tree (not to climb it) and stand
there until the bear coines pretty close, then step behind the
tree. The bear will follow of course, but all you have to do
is walk around the tree just behind the bear. It, of course,
will tear up the gravel in its wild rush about the tree, but its
circuit is so large o'ne' can easily walk and use his shooting
irons at an advantage. The main thing is to keep cool and
not get excited. The most trouble with our valient "bearhunters", is, when shooting at a bear they are too' excited.
They a.im at the bear's head and hit him in the hind leg. Don't
be in too much hurry to shoot, and if the opportunity occurs,
aim at.the but [base] of the ear, or at the front of"the head,
and the bear will drop in his tracks. In this connection I will
relate a little incident of the Wheeler exp~dition41a of which
I was the guide.
'
It was in September, 1873, in his explorations west of
the'100th meridhtn, Leaving the outfit to go on to camp on
the north side of Black river, I cut across to stri~e the river
above, hoping to kill deer or turkey for the mess. ' Reaching
the river I fc)llowed down and presently saw a small plat of
Apache corn on a small bar of the river. Between me and
the corn patch was a bunch of brush, but I could see the tops
of the corn above, and saw two or three of the corn tops shak- ,
ing. I knew at once that the shaking
was not done by the
,

a

,

41a.'. W'hile serving as guide for Wheeler~ Banta is Quoted as follows: "I was always
scouting out around whenever the" expedition was in camp, and one day I came 'to
the edge o'f a great saucer-shaped hole ,in the ground, , , , Upon my return to camp
I reported my discovery 'to Lieutena;'t Wheeler, who investigated it. and caBed
it Franklin's Hole" by which name it was known for 'many years, and, which it is' '
so~etimes calied to this day, I was known' as Charley Franklin in those days: and
Lieutenant Wheeler' named it after me!' Farish, Arizona, 8 :3lf. This is the Meteor
Crater· in northe~n Arizona. It is described in detail by George M. Colvocoresses who
also wrote: "Around 1860 the ;United States Army scouts referred to th~ Crater as
'Franklin's lIole' and. later it was mapped as Coon Butte." '.'Meteor Crater," Rocks
and Minerals, 11 :113 (The Official Journal of the Rocks and Mineral Association,
August, 1936, Whole No, 62). Another description of the Crater, including illustrations, c~n be found in Joseph A, Munk, Arizona' Slcetclie~, ch. 11 (The Grafton
Press, New York, 1905)
The itinerary of the survey party that Banta guided can be found'" in George M.
Wheeler, RepOrt up"", Geographical and Geological Explorations and'Surveys west '0/
the one hundredth meridian, 1 :59-68' (Washington, 1889). Banta. is not mentioned
, by name in this volume, nor in vol. 3 (Geology), Ibid" but Wheeler did not make a
practice of listing the names of camp tenders and guides.

"

.
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wind and decided at once it was caused by a bear or Apaches
gathering corn.. 'Slipping around the brush I came' into full
view. of a large cinnamon she bear with two cubs.. Our recogn~tion was m,utual and at the same time. She was standing
with. her' head faced towards me and mouth open, full of
green corn she had been eating. I stopt suddenly stillthis was taking an undue advantage of the animal-and took
in the situation at a quick glance. I carried a cut off needlegun, 42 one that had been re.,sighted and presented to me by
Governor A. P; K. Safford. 43 The bear was so close-not
more than fifty feet away-I must make a dead shot, or else
my name would be Dennis 44 soon thereafter. Droping to
my knee from which I took a rest, 1 aimed to shoot her in the
mouth. At the crack of the gun she settled down between
her fore paws.. One of the cubs ran in an opposite direction,
but the other one ran up to about four feet from me. Paying
no attention to the cub, -I quickly threw out the empty shell
and put in' another cartridge, fully expecting the bear to get
up and come for me, as it has been my experjence in shooting
animals that when they drop at crack of gun, unless back is
broken or a vital spot hit, they get up again. I walked around
the bear so as to get behind her, that in case she was not
dead I could again shoot her in the head before she could get
at ~e. With my left hand I caught her hair, which was very
long, and attempted' to pull her over. As she made some
noise I instantly jumpted back and brought my gqn in position to shoot again. But she never made another move; she
was dead as a nit. On examin~tion I found the ball had cut a little from the root of the tongue, tore the lights pretty
badly, and had split'the heart in two pieces.
.
Going down to camp I reported the matter, ,and several
42. See Note 102,
43, Governor' Safford served two terms from April 7, 1869, ·to April 6, 1877,
"The town of Safford, founded in 1872, was named for him," Wyllys, Arizona, p. 177.
He arrived in Arizona about the middle of June, 1869, Barney, Manuscript, 2 :9ff. An
essay on the "Little Governor" can be read in Lockwood. Arizona Characters, ch. 7.
44. I don't know the origin of this expression. It. might refer to John Dennis,
the. playwright, who invented artificial thunder for the stage. When his play was
rejected and competitors used artificial thunder. he rose in·- the audience and exclaimed: "they will not let my play run, and yet they steal my thunder I" Maybe
Banta. means that if he missed fire, the Bear would steal his "thunder," that is. kill
him. See John Bartlett, Familiar Quotations, Eleventh Edition (Boston, 1937)

· I
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pack mules were sent up to bring the' carcass to camp. She
weighed, estimated of course, about 1,000 pounds. It took
four pack-animals to carry the carcass to camp. The hide,
head and feet were sent to the Smithsonian Institute at
Washington, and if you go there and care to examine it you
will find no bullet hole in that bear hide. However, as I have
digressed and perhaps distressed my reader, I will r~turn
to my moutons, 45 which I have left somewhere back.
Before we had reached the Coconino caves 45a I pushed on
ahead of the outfit as I wanted to take.a good look at them.
Reaching the caves I saw smoke coming out of the volcanic
rocks ove.r a considerable extent of the ground.. I entered.
one of the caves and finding a hole leading further back into
the mountain, I crawled in on my hands and knees, and seeing a reflected light ahead I crawled towards it; but by this
time the opening was so small I was forced to lie flat in order
to get in. Finally I'had gone asfar as was possible and here.
saw that the light came up thru a fissure about two feet
wide. Looking down into the fissure 1 could see about sixty
feet" but could not see from whence came the light, as at
that depth there was a bench or'set off, and the fire was still
further below and out of sight. To get back again I was
45. Revenons 8.. nos moutons: let us return to our subject.
45a. "These Caverns are' located south of Highway 66 between Seligman and
Peach Springs. Arizona. They are just a short distance from the filling station and
houses known as Hyde Park.
UI visited these Caverns ten or twelve years ago. at the request of the National
Park Service and I submitted a report at that time on the nature of the Caverns•••.
"Your question about smoke coming from the Caverns in 1870 I am unable to
substantiate for I have no information. one way or the other concerning this ~atter.
There is nothing in the cave itself which would burn or produce smoke. . . . "Edwin
D. McKee (Professor of Geology, University of Arizona) to Reeve, Tucson, December
20, 1951.
.
.
Banta may have visited "the Cosnino Caves, which are near Turkey,. Tanks on the
old Beale road between the San Francisco Peaks and the Little Colorado River.
'''The Cosnino Caves are really a series of cliff dwellings in the lava rock and
the description you have from this Mr. Banta is very exaggerated. An archaeological
expedition of the Museum excavated s~me of the ruins in the caves back' about
1932 and we never found anything as extensive as reported by Banta." H~rold S.
Colton (Museum of Northern Arizona) to Reeve, February 1, 1952.
It is the Cosnino Caves that are described in the Wheeler Survey, 3 :63 (see Note
41a), narrow and low tunnels did °lead into the hills,' but there is no mention of
smoke or underground fire. Banta's description is so detailed that it is reasonable
to believe that he actuaIly had the experience, especiaIly si~ce there is no reason to
doubt his honesty on other matters. But in the light of the above sources of information, Banta has certainly left a puzzle to intrigue the reade~.
o
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obliged to use my toes to pull myself and my hands to push.
. . Coming out I saw the partyapproac"hing and spoke to the
.Major' of what I had seen and asked
, if he didn't want
, to
investigate.. Seeing the smoke coming out of the rocks-:-not..
very much-he replied, "No, we are near enough h-l now."
Without fu:t:'ther incident we reached (old) Ft.'Wingate
sometime in May, where we first heard. of the assassination
of President Lincoln.· In due time we reached Albuquerque
.
where' I remained for a time.
In 1865 Sol Barth, 46 now of St. Johns, Apache. county,
and .Ben Block; long since dead, had the contra~t to carry the
mails· from· Albuquerque to Prescott, once' a month if the
Apaches would/permit. Charly Washburn· and myselfstarted' back in the fall with the map. Arriving at .the Zuni
villages, a fierce snowstorm came on and we were obliged to
layover there. That winter there was an epidemic among
the Indians and they died, off like sheep with the rot. Washburn became frightened and left, saying he had rather take
his chances with the· Apaches and the cold rather than stay
there any longer, and he pulled out.
.In December the· weather was extremely cold, and one
morning I heard a noise in my room. Poking my head out
·from under thecovering I saw an old Indian woman fussing
· about my fireplace. After a while I got up and going to tpe

,.

.

' . .

46. Solomon Barth was a prominent citizen' of northern Arizona who had experienceS not common to all men. He arrived in Arizona as early as 1860; moved to
the· Prescott region' in 1863; located at St. Johns in 1873, first settl~ the previous
year. Fish, ManusCTipt, 2 :462. .He is credited with being the ·founder of the town.
The. first 'families' were the bull whackers whom he employed after securing the can·
tract to haul hay and ,grain to Fort Apache. The first settiefs named th~. place San
Juan (St. John) in honor of the wife of Don Marcos Baca. Judge Levi S. Udall, A
, Historical Sketch of Apache and Navajo Counties (Phoenix, Arizona,. April 7, 1846.
Ms. A speech delivered by Judge Udall on that date)' Farish, Ariz"";a, 6 :276. He
killed ·Charl~s Davis in a fight on the Little Colorado beyond Camp Apache on July' 27,
1873.. Arizona Citizen, August. 9, 1873. He was a member. of the 11th Legislative
Assembly. See Acts· and Resolutions for sam~. He was convicted for fraud in connection with the buying of county: warrants and sentenced to ten years in the- penitentiary. The ·Court spoke. of him as u a man of wealth, power and influence, a
merchant of 'many years . . . ." The Territory of Arizona VB. Sol Barth, 2 ArizO'J'la
Supreme Court 319-326. He was pardoned by Governor Conrad M. Zulick (1885-1889)
after two years imprisonment. Later Barth sued Apache county for the. value of
the warrants and recovered judgment for $3,584.93. Fish, Manuscript, 3 :650. I do
· not kl)oW the basis for the successful lawsuit.
.
. .
Wyllys, Arizona, p. 218; states that St. Johns was planted by the~Mormons.at a·
small Mexican settlement in 1880. .
#
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fireplace I found she had cleaned it out almost completely..
This made me a bit hot under the· collar, but scratching
around in the few ashes left I found ac speck of fire. This I .
worked' on for some time, and by a patiently blowing.it got
another fire started. By this time 1 was almost frozen and
went back to bed until the fire should get gOIng goqd. Pretty
soon, however, I heard a sizzling of. the fire, and I looked up
and saw the same old woman going back into the other room
where the family lived. To say I was mad doesn't half express it. Getting up I was preparing to again start another
\ fire when the same old woman came in with a. slab of sandstone which they·. used instead of the boards they did nQt
have, and made ·signs that I take it into the other room and
get some fire. A bright fire was burning there, but in my .
bad temper I threw the slab upon the stone floor and 'it broke
. into many pieces. The old woman laughed and went back
to' the living room. In a couple of minutes Juan came into·
my room with a 'very serious expression on his face. And
all at once a wail started in the other room. I asked Juan
what was the matter; he spoke some Spanish. He said the
women and children were very sorrowful, as the Moon would
not rain any and there would not be any corn [for] them to
eat if I made any smoke outside. Perceiving it to be a religious matter with the people, I promised to make no smoke
out of door~ arid to leave my pipe inside the house. He then
brought in some fire which had been started from the sacred
fire and I was satisfied.
.
The sacred fire, which has been keep burning for. all thne,
is symbolic of the sun from which it came. The new year
. begins in December at which time all old fires· are extinguished, chimneys swept out and general cleaning up
is made. 47 . From the sacred fire a new fire is made f~r the
year. Ten days before .the beginning of the new year no
smokes are made in the op'en, as to do so would offend the
moon from which the rains come. The first four of the ten
days no meat is eaten; to eat meat at such times is sure death.

a

47. A scholar's account of the Zuni ritual can .be found in Ruth L. Bunzel, "Zuni
Ritual Poetry," Bureau of American Ethnology, Annual Report, 47 :637 (Washington.
1932) ; and Bunzel's "Introduction to Zuni Ceremonialism," Ibid.. p. 535.

. I
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Being unaware of the danger of eating meat during the propibited time, of course r ate my usual allowance of broiled
mutton. The Uttle children stared at me in wonder while I
ate the meat, no doubt looking to see me topple over dead.
The older people gravely shook their heads but saidnothing.
Strange to 'relate in two days I was taken down sick, and had
the worst spell of sickness anyone could have and-recover.
The nature of my sickness I never knew.
Believing that I was going to have a bad spell of sickness, I decided to try to reach Wingate, about 75 miles distant and beyond the Sierra Madres. 48 I had my mule saddled
and started; had gone about four miles [when] a storm set
in, and 'a strong wind [blew] in my face. At this point I
must have lost conscience, for the next moment of conscientio,usness I found myself lying in the snow which was abou~
a foot deep, in the village. It seems that when I lost conscientiousness I must have dropt the briddle reins and the
mule, having its way, turned back and went to the village.
. This surely saved my life, for had I continued on would
surely have perished. The Indians carried me into the house,
and that night I was delirious and imagined myself. in a
great,cavern, the roof and floor were only about a foot apart.
At a distance I could hear running water, but at every effort
to reach it, I bumped my head against the rock floor or
against the roof. Next morning my face was black and blue
from bumping'my head against the wall of the house.
Feeling that I was. surely up against the real thing, I resolved to write a note to the Doctor at Wingate. With back
against the wall and a bit of paper.I attempted to write, but
could not write more than two or three words when I became, blind and dizzy. . But in time I finished the note and
gave it to an Indian to carry to Wingate across the mountains
covered with snow in the middle of winter. The Indian
started' but I never knew when he returned. That day the
war chief, Salvador by name, came to the house and asked
the people if they were doing anything for me. They said no,
as I was sure to die for I had eaten meat on the prohibited
48 Properly spelled the Sierra Madre, or main mountain; in this case the Zuni
. MO)lntain.
-
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days. The chief shook his head and said he is an American;
all Americans eat meat at all times, but if he were a Zuni of
course he would surely die. He then sq[u]atted down and
told me to put my arms about his neck, and carried me to his
house where I lay in a delirious state for nearly two months.
Conscientiousness seemed to return very graduallY,and I
was half conscience and half delirious for some time..
In the course of time I had fully recovered my mind, but
could not speak above a whisper. My eyes were sunken in
my head so that I could not see more than the outlines of a
man six feet away. My skin was black as a cole [coal] ; every
bit of flesh had disappeared and.! was merely a living skeleton, nothing but skin and bone. After I had gained strength
enough to turn my head about, I saw two bottles nearby, one
full and the other 3/4 empty. Making signs to the Chief he
came close and placed his ear to my mouth; I asked what the
bottles were. He said it was the medicine the Doctor had
sent from Wingate; that one contained whiskey and as all
Americans drunk it he had given me a spoonful every day
, with the idea, as he said, that if it did no good it would not
do any harm. The "whiskey" he gave me was feavor medicirie, but smelled a bit like whiskey; the other bottle he had
not touched as he did not know how to use it. It was for the
stomach. After thefeavor had left me and I had been,improving for a month, I felt so well that I wanted to get up,
but the chief laughed and said, "You cannot stand up."
However, I insisted on getting up, and imagined if' he only
helped me to my feet I could stand. This he did, but as he
gradually eased up on me I settled down like a wet rag.
Soon after this the Tah-poop 49 and all Caciques came to
the room and had a big pow-wow ~:qnong themselves. Finally
the Tah-poop who spoke very good Spanish turned about and
said to me, "We have been talking about you; you have been
sick a long time but are going to get well now, but on condition that you become a Zuni. The Great, Spirit says you'
49. Tah-poop is a Zuiii term for governor, and is still so used. In Adolph F.
Bandelier, The Delight Makers, it is spelled tapop. According to Edmund Ladd, a
native of Zuni, the pronunciation would be more nearly reflected in spelling as fol, lows: Taw-poop-poo.'
'
The Cacique is a spiritual leader'ot the Pueblo people:
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ate meat thru ignorance, but by becoming

a Zuni

and com-

~ plying with our 'rules and' rites you will recover., Can you

\

do this?" Of course I answered affirmatively.' He then said,
"Your Zuni 'name is now Too-Ioosh-too-Ioo." After all had
shaken hands with me they filed out of the room. Sometime
after this some of my.Apache friends:--;Chief Es~apah and '
ten or twelve of 4!s' men-::came along and hearing I was in
the village they came to see me. I told the Chi~f if he and
hi's people would help me on and off my mule I would go in to
Wingate with them. But. before leaving, the Zunis held a
councilwith the Apaches at which the Apaches were told that
I \vasa ,Zuni; and if any harm cam~ to me; theZu:~iis would
hold them:responsible, and tha~ not orie of them would return
home alive. The Apache Chief said in reply that I was his
friend and brother and they need not fear on that account.
.In a day or two 'we" started for (old) Fort Wingate, the
Chief riding on one side and one of his men riding on the
other sidEdo, keep me from falling off,themule. At-night,1
slept between two of them that I might not freeze to death,
being only skin and bones. In due time we reached Wingate, and I entered the U. S., Hospital where I remained a
,month. Of course I had a ravenous appetite which the Doctor' thought it well not to gratify. At the end of the month I
asked to be let out and went to the Rio Grande along with
Don Santiago Hubble. 50 The judge wanted me to stay at his
'house until I fully recovered, but- I would not stop longer
than three or four, days, and then went up to 'Albuquerque.
, At this time I could wa1k a little with the' aid of a cane, and
it was eight more months before' I' regained my usual
strength.
"
'
,For a short time I worked for the government at the
B~sque delos, Pinos; from there to Ft. Union; thence to Fort
Sumner at the 'Bosque Redondo, the ,Navajo reservation.

'

,

'

60. 'Don Santiago Hubbell was James L. Hubbell. pioneer New Mexican merchant.
A 'sketch of the family history can be found in the biographical account of a so':'.
Frank A. Hubbell. in Charles, F. Coan. History' of New Mexico. 2:44-46 (The American' Historical Society. In~ .• Chicago 'and New York. 1925) • A mention of his trading
activity in Arizona in 1857 credits Don Santiago with, hauling freight from the Heintzelman mine in Arizona to the steamboat landing at Kansas City. Farish, ArizO'M,
1':288. He served• in the
17th Legislative
Assembly as a member
of the Council from
.
I
.
Apache county. KellY. Arizona.

"

.
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Colonel Oscar M. Brown 51 had the Post Trader's store at
this post and I worked for him that summer. In'the fall; Jim
, Porter and self left the Fort on, a hunting and trapping expedition into the White mountains' and the Captain [or EI
Capitan] mountain. We put in the fall and winter trapping'
for beaver on the Rio Bonito, Ruidoso, Hondo and the Pecos.
The Mescalero Apaches of that country were no friends of
mine. Porter and I had more or less trouble with the red
,devils. Being well armed with Hawkins rifles we did not
fear them to any extent. At this time there was no settlements on the Hondo, and but a ·few white settlers near the
Pecos at the mouth of the Hondo cal~ed 'the ~'Missouri settle,.
ment." The present city of Rosw~ll is now somewhere in'
" that neighborhood, I am told. ,Returning to Fort Sumner I
went on up to Santa Fe sometime in the latter part of March. ,
After blowing in at Santa Fe I struck Mr. Ritter, the corral boss, for a job to work forthegovernment. He said there
was no room for me, that he was full just then. The next
day I tried again with the same result. The third day he
said I have no place for you, but if' you want work so badly
go into the back corral and chop wood into stove lengths. I
chopped as hard as I could and pretty soon both hands were
solid blisters and r had to hold the axe handle with the ends
of my fingers. Just then Ritter came out and looked at me
for minute and said, "What's the matter." I showed him
my hands and he said you go up to the Colonel's office and,
report to him. Of course I supposed I was fired and went
to Colonel M. 1. Ludington's 52 office; he was chief quartermaster of thedePflrtmEmt. The colonel says what have you
been doing. I showed him my hands and he wanted to know. '
ho:W they came to be in that condition. I said trying to chop
wood, but with very indifferent success. 'He said there is
some printing material stored away in the Q.M. building. I
wanfyou to get it out'and put up the office in the adjoining
room, and if you can find any soldiers in the companies here,

a

51. An Oscar M. Brown was elected District Attorney for the new county of
Gila. on the first Monday, in April, 1881. Kelly, Arizona,' p. 101.
52. Marshall Independence Ludington enlisted as a Captain of Volunteers from
"Pennsylvania: October 20, 1862. He ,retired, April 13, 1903, with the rank of Major
General.' Heitinan, Historico,Z Register.
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get their names and I will have them detailed to help you;
your pay will be $100 per month and rations. I was getting
thirty in the corral. Here I worked for sometime, and in the
meantime the telegraph had reached Santa Fe. Manderfield
& Tucker were publishing the New Mexican, and with the
advent of the telegraph they wanted to make a "daily" of
their paper. But being short of "sorts" 52a they came to me
and borrowed enough to get out the first issue of the "Daily'
N ew Mexican."
I now made up my mind to return to the Zuni villages;
with my money I bought burros and some Indian goods and
went back to my people. Of course I was careful not to eat
meat, nor make smokes out of doors, during the prohibited
times; and of course was sick no more.
The word "Zulli" is not an Indian name. I think the
name originated in this manner: When the Spaniards first
visited the villages they noticed that many of them [the
people] wore their finger nails quite long. This is a sign of
ari [s]tocracy among them as it is among many eastern
peoples. The Spaniards not being able to speak their language, and in order to designate them from other tribes,
they naturally called them the "Unis" [una],this word being
finger nails in the Spanish language. In some manner it has
been changed into "Zuni. Unis---:.Zunis-Zulli~Uni.53
The Zunis are descendants of the Ten Lost Tribes of
Israel. 54 Why! Like the Jews, the tribe i is divided into
twelve ge~s; like the Jews, marriages are always between
different gens; like the Jews, they have an ark before which
they blow long reads as they march and dance before the ark
Qn stated occasions as wa~ done in the time of David. Like
the Jews,'each gens has its totem, and these totems are identical with those of the ancient Jews. They also have their
52a. In printing, the word means any character or type considered as a sep-'
arte element in a font;-usually in pl."
53. This explanation is a testimonial to Banta's intellectual curiosity. but a
more authoritative explanation is as follows: Zuni is the common name, adapted by
the Spanish from the Keresan language word Siinyitsi or Si1nyitsa, of unknown meaning. Their own tribal n'ame is A-shiwi, "the flesh." F. W. Hodge, Ha.ndboole of American Indians North of Mexico (Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology, ,Bulletin 30, Washington, 1910)
54.
This statement is not acceptable historically, but follows the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Boole of MO'1"mon.
H
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days· «;>f fasting and of purification, as did the Jews. Also
their feast days are similar. Besides other similarities
\ which go to prove to my mind that they are surely the descendentsof the ten lost tribes.
,
In the matter of the white Indians· seen among them, is
acontable upon only one hypothesis; that they are the descendants of a Jesuit priest. The Zunis ·claim the white ones
are Zunis, and that they have always been there, but no intermarriage is permitted between the white Zunis and the dark
skinedones.. As a result of this, all the whites are more or
less afflicted. Some have reddish eyes; all have cataract of
the eyes, etc., etc.; all these infirmities are hereditary. Their
tradition of Coronado's visit is to the effect that when the
Spaniards came one called upon the priest and t!ied to persuade the priest to leave there with him; this the priest refused to do, saying he would live and die there; they were his
people,and to all intents the priest was as much of an Indian
as any of them. They are the descendants of this man beyond doubt. 55
It is now conceeded that the Jews' story of the Flood was
obtained from the Assyrians during the Babylonian captivity; also their idea of a personal God. Prior to that captivity
the Jews had a plurality of Gods whom they worshiped. The·
Phallic and Serpent worship were the most ancient among
them; the brazen serpents setup in the desert by Moses were
simply emblematical of the serpept worship. Before the captivity the Jews "wailed" before the dead walls of Jerusalem,
with no ~onception of a God. The Zunis also "wail" as did the
ancient Jews; I remember one time on returning from Santa
Fe, where I had gone to purchase a few goods for trade, I
had no sooner returned to the village when suddenly a "wailing" started all over the village. Asking ~he cause of the
monotonous wailing I was answered by the question; "Is it
true the sun is going to die?" I replied, "Of course not, what
gave you such a notion ?".They said an American had been
there while I was gone and said that on a certain day the sun
55. These people were not truly of white descent, but were an albino Indian.
Banta is wrong on his historical guess. In 1879 there were seven .Albinos at Zuiii.
Matilda Coxe Stevens<?n, "The Zuni Indians,H Bureau of American Ethnology, Anrnual
Report, 23 :383 (Washington, 1904)
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, would die,' and if it did all would die as the sun is the Father
of all life. It struck me the American had' refference to' an
, eclipse ; looking at an ,old.almanac I saw that an eclipse of
'the sun was due in August, a few days hence. I explained
the matter to them by illustration of just how it would be
and the result; that if cloudy, it would hardly be noticed at
all., Immediately one of the men rushed out and reaching
the top of, .
the highest
house announced to the people what
.
.
I had said, the wailing. as suddenly ceased as it had begun.
My word with those. people was infallible;1 never deceived
nor lied to them at any time.
'
, ,The Zunis have a feast or cerimony of the ~nleavened
bread. Like the Jews, their g~vern~entis -a theocracy; ·they
also claim to be a "chosen people" and. all their religious rites
are for the benefit of 'the whole world. In other words, they
are as conceited in this respect as were the ancient Jews.
Like the Jews, they have a plurality of gods, but the ~un-god
is supreme over all; they are not fire-worshipers, nor do I
tb,ink there is or ever were fire worshipers, but all, like the
Zunis, regard the fire as symbolical of the sun, being derived from the sun as they believe. At every meal the head
of the family-if a man be present-if not, the mother of
t,he house-before beginning the meal, takes a, bit of the
food and holding it to his lips says a prayer to the Sun,.god;
then casts' the ,bit of food into the fire as ~n offering. No one
who has been wounded in battle or otherwise is permitted
t~' touch a newborn child, nor until that child has been
weaned. Also, days of purification for both men .and women,
for man who has killed another in battle. All in all, after a
carefi.IlstudY of the Bible and Josephus, I am.convinced the.
Zunis are of the a,ncientJewis4 stock.' 'rhey;have meal
which has been sanctified, and every man on leaving the
villag~ carries some of this meal. in a small pouch at his
girdle, and at every living water he comes to,before taking
.it drink, he sprinkles a bit of the meal over the water, and,
,,at the same time saying a prayer to the god of waters.
For centuries these people were on the defensive against
hostile tribes-coyotes, they call them-and in my time with
them-we had much trouble with the Navajos. A tradition
.

.
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of the Zufiis says that more than two hundred years ago they
were attacked by a large body of Apaches, but at night the
Apaches withdrew a short distance from the walls. . One
morning the priest, as was his custom, was walking along
the edge of the wall and was shot dead by an Apache who
. had hidden behind a rock near the wall. The dead priest fell
off and that' night the Apacl1es carried the body to thEdr
camp. Having stript the body of clothing, to their great astonishment the body.was white something unkown.and unheard of by. them. Being' superstitious a~d curiosity so great
to find out the meaning Of the white skin, the Apaches proposed a council of peace which 'was excepted by the Zufiis.
The Zufiis took advantage of the situation . and, told the
Apaches the white skin was a superior being, that he would
live again, and much more to the same' effect..The Apaches
then proposed a lasting peace; as the white skin was to live
again they desired to see him. This peace pact ·has remained·
inviolate up to the present day. In corroboration of this
tradition I cite Spanish history which says: "En 1672 se
declararon en guerra los Apaches,invadiendo el pais, y
. Aguias, pueblo de los Zunis, donde~ fue asesinado por ellos,
en .Octobre7 de 1672, fray Pedro de Ayala. . . . "56
The Zufiis desired to make me their war chief-Captain
de la Guerra, [war]-but I declined that honor; nevertheless, I went with them against the thieving Navajos on several occasio~s. The Little Colorado river has always been
"neutral ground," where hostile tribes met to· trade;· of .
course it was always an "armed neutrality." One time the.
Apaches had signaled from the summit of the Mogollons
there [their] intention to meet the Zufiis on the river to
trade.. Quite a large party of us went down there to meet
them. Our party camped on the north side of the river and
the Apaches on the ·south side. Nevertheless and notwithstanding the "peace treaty," we were armed and ready :for
any emergency. One day I had gone some distance from
56. I have not been able to locate the source of this quotation, but tOle substance
of it is historically' correct. 'The Apache did raid Zufii pueblo and kill F~. Pedro de
Avila y Ayala, October 7, 1672. F. W. Hodge, History of Hawikuh,' New Mexico:
one of the so-caUed cities of Cibola, p. 99 (Los Angeles, 1937) L. B. Bloom and L .
. B. Mitche~l. "Chapter Elections," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 13 :87, 115.
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camp, but hearing a.fusilade of guns, I rushed back to camp
with ali speed; here I found everything quiet. I asked what
the shooting was about; and one of the Indiaris, pointing his
finger at the fire, said we were shooting rats for s~pper. I
looked, and there lay [aJ half dozen rats roasting in the fire.
I can't say that I like rat meat; it has a sweetish taste that I
did not relish. Grasshoppers however, when cooked, are
pretty good eating. To cook the grasshopper, it is put into
an earthen pot and cooked like you would parching corn; add
a little salt and they tast like old fashioned cracklings our
mothers used to make.
. The Zunis were the best people in the world; they wen;
honest and truthful, and were the most hospitable people living. No matter what house you. may enter, nor how many
during the day, you are politely asked to "eenioo" (take a
seat), and the woman immediately sets before you something to/eat with a request-"ee-tow" or "ee.,to}V-now-way"
(please to eat), and this is done to anyone entering a house.
n is a religious rite with them, and you are expected to
take at least a bite, if no more, after which you may say,
"ellah-quah" (thank you). But I· suppose that now since
the missionaries, schools, whiskey and· debauchery has been
introduced among them, they no doubt have become, like all
other Indians among whom the white man has introduced
his civilization al1d its crimes,they have degenerated into
liars, thieves, and th~ woIr].en into something worse. This
accursed so-called civilization has been the curse of all our
Indian tribes. How great the change' in Jhe status of the
Indian has taken place since ,the :Then and the Now! 56a
July 12, 1869, C. E. Cooley 57 and Henry Wood Dodd
came
.
, over to the
. villages from (new) Fort Wingate, in56a. Banta was unduly alarmed about the Zuni; they are still an estimable
people, and are not debauched.
57. Both C. E. Cooley and Henry Wood Dodd served as guides and scouts for
the army. They are credited with creating the name of Showlow for the present
town of that name in Arizona. Playing the card game of seven-up for possession of
the ranch site, Cooley won by showing a three spot which was lOw, hence the name
Showlow. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :461, 464, 506. Udall, Historical Sketch.
The story of the Doc Thorn mine is quoted in Farish, Arizona, 8 :33-74. Farish
does'not indicate that the source of his story is the St. John's ObservoT•. Farish _tate_
that the party did not carry out their intenti,ons because they feared to cross the
territory of the Pilial Apache.
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tending to go into the Apacheria to look for the Doc Thorn
, gold story; Finding me, at the villages, also a bunch of my
Apache friends, they insisted on me going along with them.
Their reason 'was that I was on friendly .terms with the
Apaches. I went with them along with the Apaches then in
the village. Of this trip I have already written up in' my
paper, The St. John's Observer and [it] can be seen in the
files of that paper. At the end of this trip I reached the
ranch of myoId friend, Captain Jack Swilling 58 in the Salt
River Valley, in August '69. I remained here with Jack;
Cooley and Dodd going on to Prescott. The following September t traded for a bronco horse, and leaving my other
animals with Jack, I mounted the vicious bronco and, run
him all the way to Wickenburg 59 without a stop. ' '
At this time I wore a full buckskin suit with a fockskin
[foxskin] cap with the tail hanging. Of course I was a foolsight to see, but at that time did not realize what an ass I
-was or how ridiculous I looked. Dashing through the one
street of Wickenburg, my foxtail sailing out behind, people
ran out and yelled, "Here he comes, cap and all." For this
I was dubbed "Buckskin Charly" and carried that nick-name
for some time. 60
A. H. Peeples 61 was the Justice of the Peace at Wicken58. John W. S'willing, known to old timers as Jack Swilling, joined the Confederate forces with the rank of Lieuten'ant when they invaded .Arizona. He participated
in the Walker mining party which pioneered the Prescott region in i863. In late
1867 he located a ranch on the site of present-day Phoenix and started an irrigation
system. Banta knew him weH and visited with Swilling at his Salt river home.
In 1878 he was 'sent to the penitentiary for stage robbery and died there on August
12 before he came to trial. Barney, Manuscript, 1 :1-17; 2 :99ff; 3 :1-16. Swilling'.
own statement while in prison is Quoted in Farish, Arizona, 2 :251ff. In the' biographical sketch he is considered not guilty.1bid. His Civil War record is in Orton, Records,
and .ee Journal of thc Pioneer and WaUcer Mining Districts.
59. The distance from Phoenix to Wickenburg in the days of ,this exploit is
given at 60 miles in Hiram C. Hodge. Arizon.a as it Is; or. The coming country, p.
256 (Hurd and Houghton, New York, 1877) Colonel Hodge prepared this publication
from notes taken during his travels through Arizona, 1874-1876. Banta's ride was
possible: For the endurance of hors~ see Frazier -Hunt and Robert Hunt. Horses and
Heroes (Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, and, London, 1949)
60. This story appears in Farish: HBeing always ready for an emergency. every
watchful and alert, the Apaches named me Bah-dah-cleshy, the Gray Fox, and I was
pretty well known to many of ,the old-timers 85 'Buckskin Charlie!" Farish, Arizona.
8 :37.
61. This pioneer has left his name on the geography of Arizona. His ranch
.ite was in present-day Peeples' vaHey, north of Phoenix. A. H. Peeples organize'd a
party of, 'miner. in California and arrived in the Prescott area in May, 1863, follow-
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burg, and he appointed me hisConstabl~.( One Sunday
morning, hearing several shots fired, Peeples and. I went to
.. the front door of 'his saloon and saw a man named Bennit
I
with two six-shooters, aIle in each hand, firing promiscuously
up and down the street. Two days before two Chinamen had
come to town and started a "lestelant" in opposition to Bennet who had a monopoly.on that. business up to date, and
he was ,for ruiming the Chinamen out of town, even if he
had to kill 'em off. Peeples ordered me to arrest Bennit. I
went out into the street facing the man· and started towards
him. He fired two or thre~ shots in my direction, but I con:
tinued to advance towards him, and at the same time ordered
Bennit to throw up his hands, :which he did. I took the irons
out, of his hands and marched him to the saloon. It was
~unday, the Justiceyould not a~t, so he ordered me to confine Bennit in.a little old rock cabin back of the saloon.
Bennit was drinking h'eavily which no doubt caused him
to get on the rampage; I put him in the cabin and fastened
the door as securely as possible, and told BEmnit to stay there
and sober up. I then returned to the saloon and while reporting to the Justice I looked around and there stood Bennit. I bawled him out for not staying in the lockup, [and
said,] "You shall sit here in a chair all night,d-n you." He
sat down,but by this time had began to .sober up a little, and
to realize what a fool he had made of himself. After awhile
Bennit said he had some little property that he' wanted to
sell before he was takEm to Prescott jail, that he had ,an offer
.for it; and if I would allow him to go for an hour h~could
sell and return to me. Pledging his word' to return I allowed
him to go. .
,
Two or three hours afterwards,Peeples missed the pris:... .
. oner and asked me what h~d become of Bennit. I, said he
gave me his wordto return in all'hour, but he has been gone
about three. Peeples assumed a very severe look and said,
"Do you take
that sort of security
,
- from a prisoner?" I said,
ing closely on the Walker party. They found gold at Rich-Hill. Fish" Manuscript,
2 :339. Rich Hill yielded an estimated one-quarter million doJIar~ the first month of
~ining. and thousands more sub~equentlY. Fa~i~h, Arizona, 2 :248. In the .election 0.£
1870~ the polling place in Wickenburg was "at Peeples' Saloon. This refreshment
empo~ium was known as the <Magnoiia Brewery and Saloon' and' was sta~ted i~ the
early part of the year 1868." Bar~ey, Manuscript,. 2 :28.
.
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"He gave his word," and at that time I thought'a man's word
was good. The Justice laughed at me and said, "Don't t~ke
any more of that sort of security hereafter." Nor did I;.
yet it seemed to me that a,man's word had ought to be good.
Soon after this I quit the constable business. Bob Groom,
George Monroe, Aaron Barnet and others had a silver mine
near the White Picacho. 62 They made up a party to go out
to the mine and Bob asked me to go along arid look out for,
Apaches. We were out there a week or ten days ; on' the return trip to Wickenburg I killea a large buck and took the,
carcass to the restaurant. Billy McCloud was 'in town broke
and he proposed we hunt for the market. The Apaches at
this time were very bad and no beef could be brought in. We
had an arrangement with the Superintendent of the Vulcher
[Vulture] Mill-a mile above town-to take three carcasses
,every time we came to town at 13 cents per pound; in town
we received 20 cents. Mc and I put in the winter at the business. Of course we had numerous scraps with the Apaches,
but being armed with breech-loading rifles, the Apaches gave
us a wide birth most of the time. One day we struck a. big
, t~ail made by mules which we followed for quite'a distance;
but all the mules we found were dead .ones. The Apaches
kllled all mules that could not go. Returning to town we
found that the,. Apacl;tes had jumped the train of Ariola,63
midway between the town and the Vulcher mine, an,d killed
a few of the drivers and run off every mule in the train. It
was these mules we were following.
'
In the spring I went over to Prescott' and was immediately employed by the military as a guide and scout,forthe
, government at headquarters.~dG. Peck 64 and myself were
the two headquarters guides and scouts. At this time Gen62.
The "White Picacho, a noted landmark" in the Bradshaw mountains, about
65 miles from Phoenix. ' Colonel Jacob Snively was killed nearby by Indians, March
27, 1871, lead by their Chief, Big Rump. His remains were later removed by Jack
Swilling ,and 'reenterred at, Gillett, where Jack Swilling resided. in 1879. Barney
Manuscript" 1 :47ff. '
,
, i
63. E'spirito Arriola' was a contractor hauling ore from the Vulture mine to
the company's mills on Hassayampa. a short distance ab'ove 'Wickenburg. The train
was attacked. by Indians,' September 8, 1869. Four men lost their, lives and about
sixty mules were taken by Indians. Ibid., 1 :55. ,
64. The portrait and biographical sketch of Peck can be found in Farish, Arizona.,
2 :262-64. "Could the history of his life in Arizona be written in detail, it would be
as romantic and interesting as that of Daniel· Boone; Davy C~ockett and other. early
. pioneers jn our country." Ibid.
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eral Frank Wheaton 65 commanded the Northern District of
Arizona, and General Thos. E .. Devin 66 the Southern District; headquarters at Camp McDowell 67 on the Verde river.
The 8th' Cavalry was then doing duty in Arizona; also the
12th Infantry.
About this time an order came for the 8th to exchange
stations 'Yith the,3d Cavalry then doing duty in New Mexico.
General Alexander 68 had command of that portion of the
8th stationed [in] Northern Arizona and Devin the other
part of the regiment.
Col. C. C. Bean 69 had the transportation contract a( four
cents per pound in gold for each one hundred miles. At this
rate it was about fifteen cents for the whole distance, .and
amounted to something over $28,000.
The 8th Cavalry,. commanded by General AleKander, left·
Fort Whipple in April, 1870. I was ordered to accompany
the outfit as guide. Having reached the pine timber at Bear
springs a snowstorm come on whi~h detained us there for
three days. In the meantime, the 3d Cavalry came in and
~amped alongside of our command. Early on the second day
of our detension in this camp General E. O. C. Ord 70, com65. General Frank Wheaton, from Rhode Island, became a 1st Lieutenant in
the 1st Cavalry, March 3, 1855. He rose to high rank and retired from service, May
8, 1897. Heitman, Register.
66. General Devin assumed, command" in 1868. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :436. Thomas
Casimer Devin, from New York;, participated in- the Civil War as Captain, 1st New
York Cavalry, July 19, 1861. He remai;'ed in the service after the war and died April
4, 1878. Heitman, Register.
67. Camp McDowell was established by five. companies of California Volunteers
in September, 1865.' It was located about eight miles above the junction of the Verde
and- Salt rivers on the west bank of ,the former, and named in honor of General Irvin
McDowell, a graduate of West Point in 1834, who saw' service in the Mexican and
Civil wars.. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :440: Hodge, Arizona, p. 216; and Heitman, Register.
68. Andrew Jonathan Alexander enlisted as a volunteer with the rank of 1st
Lieut. in Missouri at the outbreak of the Civil War. He was. Major in .the 8th Cavalry, July 28, 1866. His rank as General was apparently acquired as a volunteer during the war. Death occurred May 4, 1887. Heitman, Register.. He is credited with
pioneer work in promoting schools for the Apache Indians in Arizona. Farish, Arizona.
7 :238.
69. C. C. Bean .was a member of the Council from Yavapai county in the 10th
Legislative. Assembly. See Acts and Resolutions of same. He was a Delegate to
Congress in 1884. 13th Legislative Assembly, Laws (San Francisco, 1885)
. 70. Edward Otho Cresap Ord graduated from West. Point in 1839. He retired
with the rank of Major General, January 28, 1881, and died July 22, 1883. Heitman,
Register. He succeeded to the command of the Department of California (which included Arizona) in June, 1869. His report on Arizona is published in Farish. Arizona.
8 :79-91. Arizona was set aside as a separat~ military department, April 15, 1870.
Ord's acti~ities in this period are detailed in Ogle's study, Note 4.
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manding the Department of the Pacific, having made his
tour of inspection of the military posts in the southern section of the Territory, w~s returning via Camp Mogollon71 and
Whipple to his headquarters at Angel Island, came into our
camp and after. an inspection of both commands
continued
,
Qn to Whipple. His escort consisted ofa troop of cavalry
commanded by Lieutenant Frank K. Upham. 72 Dr. John C.
Handy 73 also accompanied Upham's outfit.
General Alexander was one of the very best raconteurs I
ever met anywhere. At the mess the General, of course, took
the head of the table. I sat at the foot and the Doctor on his
right and Lieutenant Curtis 74 on his left. At the 'beginning
of every meal the General began a story and so timed its
telling ~s to reach the climax at the moment he arose from
the table; the General's arrising was the signal for all of us,
and as the pith of the story was always at its close, we arose
with a laugh. He possessed a fund of these stories for he
never told the same story twice, and never ate a meal with- .
out telling.a story.
On the trip I occupied same tent with the General; the
weather was very cold. I had a small single mattress and
two pairs of the heaviest California Mission blankets. The
General's. b~dding was light,consisting of a military iron
bed, one single soldier blanket and his overcoat. As I did not
use but one pair of my blankets I offered the other pair to
the General, but he refused to accept them· as' he said I
"might sleep cold." During the whole trip I never once knew
71. The site for· Camp Mogollon was selected by· Major John Green near the
junction of two branches of the White," river. It was occupied in May; 1870, and
named Camp Ord in hon'or of the departmentat commander. The name was changed
to Camp Mogollon, Camp Thomas, and Camp Apache. On April 5, 1879, it was
named Fort Apache. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :438. Camp Mogollon was an earlier name
for the military site later called Fort Apache. Heitman, Register.
72. Lieutenant Frank Kidder Upham, born in Maine, enlisted in Califqrnia as
2 Lieut., 7th California Infantry, November I, 1864. . He reenlisted after the Civil
War,' retired on February 4, 1892, a~d "met death by accident seven years lat~r. Heit·
man, Register.
73. Dr. J. C. Handy and Co. was the owner .of a mine in the Cerro Blanco.
Hodge, Arizona, p. 132. He was contract surgeon at Camp Thomas where he killed
a man named Hughey, who was the post sutler, in 1870. Weekly Arizona Miner, December 10, 1870. Governor Conrad M. Zulick· appointed him to the position of Chancellor of the University of Arizona· in 1887. Kelly, Arizona, p. 124.
.
74. Ambrose B. Curtiss enlisted as a corporal in the 4th Michigan Infantry, June
20, 1861. He had risen to 1st Lieut., 8th Cavalry, by October 3, 1869, and was discharged fro,!, the service, October 13, 1870.. Heitman, ,Register.
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when the G,eneral retired at night nor when he arose. He I
was always 'up at the first call of reveille, and saw that all
officers ~ere up'too, and that the command.ing officer of each
company was up to receive the report of the First Sergeant
..,.--no taking turns by the companyofflceJ;s to receive reports.
He was' gentlemanly, courteous, and a nobleman in every
'respect. He went thru the Civil War and as we rode along
side by side, he gave many interesting incidents of that
great war.
My salary at this time was $125 per month, hut of course
I saved up nothing; always broke at end of month. Before,
leaving Fort Whipple, Colonel C. C. Bean made an arrangement with me to bring back to Prescott the' $28,000. He
purchased the Hardy horse, the one' most cele~rated. horse
in the country, paying $400 in gold for him; also a saddle,
'$80, and bridle and saddle-bags, in: all costing $500 in gold.
with paper at a discount. I was allowed ten days to make
the return trip and for which I was to receive $500, or.$50
per day. In order to save the Hardy horse for the long hard
ride, I led him behind one of the wagons to Wingate, riding
my own horse' that far.. Reaching Wingat,e in due time
the "dough" was put up in a package and sealed, placed in
. my saddle-bags by the Quartermaster of the Post. For the
'return trip Ibought one'pound of crackers, two small tins of
sardines and one pound. tin of pears. Leaving Wingate; leading myown horse, I'cro1?sed to the Sierra Madres to the Zuni .
villages, as' I desired to leave my horse with. some' of my
people there. flere I stopped for the night, being
my first day out of Wingate. The next day I made the Little
Colorado at Horse Head crossing Which is about a mile above
the present town of Holbrook in Navajo county. At this ..
time....:...May 1870-there was not settlement or a single soul
to bemet with from the time Ileft Zuni until I reached Bob
Postle's 75 ranch in Chino valley-twenty-five miles east of
'Prescott..
Near Horse Head I lay down on my saddle-blanket in
the.dead cottonwood.brush. On such trips, and I have'made

a

75. 'Fort Whipple was first located at Postal's [Postle] ranch, 24 miles northeast of. Prescott, December 23, 1863: Elliott, Arizona, .p. 248. See Note 2.
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many, I usually awaken about every twenty minutes during
. the night Sometime before daybreak I awokeas usual and
found my horse missing. Jumping up I listened but heard
nothing" and 'lay 'down again'to await daylight. Soon as it
was light enough to see, I was up and examined the ground,
arid saw the horse had not been stolen by Indians, but had
simply pulled loose. Leaving my saddle where I had slept,
I carried,the saddle-bags some distance away and hid them.
Here I was more than an hundred miles either way from a
living soul excepting Navajos on one side and Apaches on
the other. The horse had gone out to the' road and started
on the back track; which I followed for about six miles, but
as he had a long stride and was a fast walker,I gave up the,
pursuit and returned to the Little Colorado river.
I carried a cavalry carbin~'and reaching the river went'
down the bank for a drink. Seeing three ducks flying down
the stream,' at about one hundred and fifty yards away, I
fired and shot one's head off; it fell in the river below me.
Pulling off my boots I waded in and secur,ed the dead duck.
, Climbing up 'the bank of the river I saw dust about a mile
below and thinking it might be caused by Indians I hid in
some thick ,brush close to the road, determined' to have a
horse-if not too many, Indians. Finally I saw two horsemen approaching, but they proved to be-not Reds-[but]
Lieutenant Walls 76 and his guide, Joe J errel. The wagon
and escort were a short distance in the rear. Of coutse, seeing no chance to get a horse in the manner I had intended,
I came out of the brush. The Lieutenant was the regimental .
quartermaster of the 8th, and had been left back at Whipple
to finish up some Q. M. business. Of course 1 was surprised
to see the Lieutenant, as I was not aware that he had been
left back at Whipple. Seeing the dead duck the Lieutenant
said, "I see you have a duck; how did you kill it~ With a carbine?" I said, "Yes,it was flying at about two hundred
yards distant and I shot its head off." "Very remarkable
76. This officer may have been Daniel Tyler Wells who rose to a captaincy during
the Civil War, reenlisted as 1st Lieut. February 13, 1866. Heitman, Register. A
Lieutenant Wells is mentioned in an account of military activities printed in the
Prescott Miner, March,6, 1869, ,as quoted in Farish, Arizona, 8 :23f. I hav~ no infor!11ation on 'Joe JerreI.
/
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shot," says the Lieutenant. "Can you do that often?." I
replied that it 'was' nothing to/do if one knows how to do it.
1'0 be sure I could not do the same thing again, perhaps in a
thousand times, but [I] never let on that it was the merest
accident. The wagon and escort coming up we made camp
for breakfast. After breakfast the Lieutenant asked about
my horse and learning it was the Hardy horse said it would
be a pittY,to loose so fine an animal. He then gave orders
to the Sergeant to dismount one of the men, and to turn the
soldier's horse over to me, and tell the dismounted man to
ride in the wagon. .
,
At this point Wells proposed to push on to Wingate with
a- part Of the escort, leaving the Sergeant with balance and
the wagon, and to follow the next day. With the soldier's
horse I rode with Wells back as- far as the Lithodendron
wash. It was now dark, we had travelled about twenty
miles frotnthe Colorado. Crossing the wash to the high
ground upon the opposite side I had a "huI!ch" the horse
had not gone that way and requested the Lieutenant to call
a halt that I might examine the ground and be certain of
the fact. Dismounting I lit matches and examined the road,
and as surmised the horse had not gone that way. Wells
a!?ked what I was ~oing to do now. I 'answered that I would
camp there and take his, tr.ail in the morning. All right, he
says, when you find your horse, if in time to meet the Sergeant at this place-the Lithodendron-turn over the cavalry horse to the Sergeant; if not, then ride the cavalry horse
to Whipple and turn it over to Colonel Foster, the ;Chief
Quartermaster, and explain the matter and it, will be all
right.
This I promised to do, and bidding the Lieutenant goodnight he pushed on for Wingate, making a night ride of it.
The next morning early I struck my horse's track and followed it perhaps twenty miles, when I came up to him
standing on the prairie sleeping. Changing horses I started
for the crossing of the Lithodendron, and reached it just as
the Sergeant was going into camp there. I did not stop here,
, but turning the soldier's horse over to the Sergeant with a
request that he give my compliments to Lieutenant Wells,
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· I rode back to where I had hidden my saddle-bags. Here I
again camped for the night. This was my third day out
from Wingate. The next day I hit the road in good shape,
camping for the night a few miles east of the present city of
Flagstaff, it being my fourth day, including the 'day lost on
account of my horse.
I arrived at this point sometime in the night, sore and
stiff, and my legs bloody from the day's hard ride. To dismount I was obliged to put my arms about the neck of the
horse and then let my body fall off,at the same time 'swinging
to the horse's neck until the blood had again started to circulate in my legs. He was a very tall horse and my feet
merely rested upon the gromld. From this place I made
Postle's ranch in Chino valley, evening of the fifth day. Here
I left one can of sardines which I had not used; the other
.can I ate at Antelope Springs near to where Flagstaff now
stands. The following day at eleveq o'clock I reached Prescott, making the last twenty-five miles in three hours. Suffice to say, the Hardy horse came in without a mark on his
back, and in fine shape although he had. no feed but the
short dry dead grass found on the way. This ride has been.
written up by Captain HardY,77 in which he calls it "a celebrated ride," and is now among the archives of the Territory-State.
· 1 now.took a layoff to rest up~had too much anyway to
work. I will say here that of course there were many persons in Prescott and a f~w at the Post that told Colonel Bean
· he would never again see his horse or the money; that there
was nothing to prev~nt me going on east or elsewhere, after
I had reached New Mexico; there was no mails nor tele· graphs or any other means of communication between Prescottand New Mexico. To all such p[e]simistic talk the
.Colonel turned a deaf ear; saying,. "If I am deceived, which
I doubt; you people loose nothing." The Colonel told, me
all this after I returned and then some. To tell the truth f
77.

Captain William H. Hardy located at· Hardyville, named for himself, on the
Colorad~ river, nine miles above Fort M;ohave. He owned the ferry, a store, a toll
road. leading to Prescott, and engaged in freighting. Fish, Manuscript, 2· :343. Kelly,
Arizona, has a biogr~phical sketch, and he is recorded in Farish, Arizona. passim. He
served in the Conncil of the 2nd Legislative ·Assembly.
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never had even a thought of the "dough" or looked into, the
saddle-1?ags from start to finish; I had other and more se,rious matters to think about:
, About this time the Secretary of War had made Arizona
, into ~'separate military depa[r]tment, the Depa [r]bnent of
Arizona, Headquarters' Fort Whipple and assigned General
George Stoneman 78·to command the newly created department, Shortly.. after Stoneman assumed command-he was
an entire stranger to me:-he sent ail orderly up to Prescott
with a: r~quest that t call at headquarters. I went down to'
the Post where I found the Gen~ral in a tent, no headquarters
building ha:d yet been put up. Entering his tent the General
sa:id, "Do you know where Camp Mogollon is locatl:ld ?" I
said, "Not exactly." "Can you firid it?" I replied that'I
thought I could find the camp. "When can you start," ,said
the General. "Right now:; I said. He smiled' and said, "You
are prompt, but tomorrow will do; comedown tQmorrow and'
.J will have the dispatches ready for you."
'I left the Post about nine o'clock and 'reached Camp
Verde 79, before sundown; from this post I would make my
real start through the Apacheria with no trails for two hun..
.\ dred miles thru a mountainous country full of Indians. In
,'70 the Apaches were pretty troublesome, ,and their fires
could be seen almost every night from Camp Verde. I left
.

~

I

"
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. 78. George Stoneman graduated f~o';' West Point in 1846. He attained the rank
of Major General of Volunteers during the Civil, War. He died September 5, 1894.
Heitman, Register. He was assigned to the 'command or' the ;"ilitary department 'of
Arizona in 1870. His policy toward the Indians is discussed in Farish, Arizona. 8:97.
and in Ogle's study, Note 4. See also' Fish, Manuscript, 2 :470. The "military de. partment of Arizona was created April 15, 1870, when th'e two districts of Arizona,
Northern and Southern, were united into the Department. Ogle, op. cit. ,Farish,
Ariz~na, 8 :93:
. '79. Camp' Verde, in the Verde' valley, about forty miles east of Prescott, was first
established by Arizona volunteer troops as ~n 'outpost of Fort Whip'ple in September,
1865. Regular troop~ occupied it in January, 1866. At that time it was known as
Camp Lincoln, but 'the name was changed to Verde in 1868 in order to avoid con~
fusion with another 'Camp ;L.incoln in' Dakota "Territory. The original site proved to
be unhealthy' and the post was moved about a mile down river in 1871. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :397: Hintop, Handbook, p. 316. Crook, Autobiography, p. 166. Hodge,

Arizona, 215.
.The Arizona Volu~teers were mustered into service in 1865. There were four
Two of Pima and Papago Indians; 'one ~ompany of Mexicans raised by
H. S. Wash'burn: They were mustered out before October, 1866. Fish, Manuscript,
2 :414. ,The 1st Legislative- Assembly had authorized the i~suance of $100,000 worth or'
bonds to fin'ance a campaign against the Apaches and the raising of six .co'mpanies '
of volunteers to a total of 600, Rangers; ,effective January I, 1865. Acts and 'Resolutions.

.
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Verde in the night, intending to pass thru----'if I could-the
Apache. cordon of fires during the night. This I did successfully, and· camped for the night in a ·secluded place.
When leaving Verde, however, Wales Arnold,80'the post
trader, Lieutenant Mack Kay Owen,81 the Q. M. at Verde,
Lieutenant Cradlebaugh,82, and' Frank Murray 83/ went out
about a quarter of a mile to bid me the last good~bye, as they
all supposed~Owen was a warm personal friend of mine,
and by the way, I acted as his "second" in a duel at one time.
Owen was a first class game-cock.
On all my solitary rides thru the Apache country" I invariably saw the Indians first; and if not more than a half
dozen, I simply gave [aJ yell and charged them firing a shot.
This did 'the business;, they never stopt to 190k, but took
it for granted that a whole troop of cavalry were at their
heels. If too milllY I quietly dropt back and ,avoided them.
In such cases discretion is the better part of valor. I was
very discrete at such times; ,:Many men have lost their lives
by Indians, andnine times in ten it has been their own carelessness. ' They ride or walk along chattering like, magpies,
never seeing anything, and the Apaches simply ambush them
wifh9ut any trouble. I always' remained silent, nor would
I permit any "magpie" business with me. If they would
not cease their chatter I ieft 'em in a band by myself. None
of that in mine.
r reached Camp Mogollon all right, and going to COionel
, John Green's 84 tent, delivered my dispatches, The Colonel
80. Wales Arnold enlisted as a Corporal in Co. F, 1st Regiment California Volun- .
teers, at La Porte, California, August 16, 1861., He was mustered 'out at, Whipple
Barracks. August 29, 1864.. ' Orton, Records, p. 359.
'
81. William, McKay Owen enlisted as a Corporal, Co. D, 1st Regiment California
Volunteers at San, Francisco, August 28, 1861. He was prom,oted to 2nd Lieut.., Co.
K., 6th Infantry, September 14, 1863.' Orton, Records, p. 351.
82. George William, Cradlebaugh served brIefly in the Civil War 'and then en'tered West Point, July I, 1863. He graduated four years later, was mustered out,
, January I, 1871, "':ith the rank of 1st Lieut., and di~d November 25, 1875. Heitman,
Register.
'
'
83. Mentioned by James M. Barney ,as being the post-butcher at Cam'p ,Date
Creek. Farish, Arizona" 8 :315.
"
.
84. John Green was born in Germany: He enlist~d in the army of the United
States with the rank of Sergea'nt and served in the War' with Mexico; attained the
rank' of Brigadier General,; and was awarded the Medal of Honor for gallantry in
action on severaf different occasions during his career. He "retired November 20,
1889. Heitman, Register. He was commandant at Camp Goodwin in 1889. Fish.
Manuscript, 2 :439.
'
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was very much surprised; after he had asked if I had come
in by way of Camp Goodwin 85 or by way of Fort Wingate,
and I said that.! came in thru those butes,as I pointed westward from theC~mp. He at once called my name, although
we were personal strangers to each other. The Colonel said,
"I was going to haye you shot once; but, had I done. so, I
would have regretted it very much." "There would have
been more regrets on my part, Colonel," I, said. He laughed
and said, "Yes, yes, no doubt."
When in government employ I carried "verbal orders,"
and on this trip GeneralStoneman.had said to me, "Give my
complements to Colonel Green with a request that he furnish
whatever you may need to look out a wagon road from his
Camp to the Horse Head crossing on the Little Colorado
river."
I asked the General to give the exact date of his intended
departure from Whipple.• Knowing every camp he was obliged to'make between Whipple and that crossing, I desired
to meet him at the crossing. It took five days to go down as
we had more or less road to make. on the trip. Nevertheless,
my party had been in camp at Horsehead just one hour and
a half when the Stoneman partY-arrived. T4e General complimented me on the service I had rendered. He was on a
tour of inspection and, after leaving, went to all the southern posts. Before leaving Camp Mogollon I had.brought in
'an order changing tlie name from Camp Mogollon to Camp
Thomas and after General Stoneman arrived at the then
Camp Thomas, he issued another "general order" changing
it to Camp Apache. General Stoneman, in the presents of.
Colonel Green, told me to take a party and team out to a vein
of coal which an Apache of my own age had -taken me to under
the notion it was gold, or rather the yellow stuff at the base of
the vein and to Dring in a small quantity for the blacksmith
to make a test, and if satisfactory to take a small lot of it
,to
Whipple and make
a report on the mine to Colonel Fos/
.
85. Camp'. Goodwin, named in honor of Governor Goodwin, was established in
June 18, 1864, about three miles south of the Gila river and six miles west of Fort
Thomas. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :405. It was established by California Volunteers Bnd
8e~ed as an army post; for a number of years. ~arish, Arizona, 8 :93.
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ter, 86 Chief Quartermaster of the Department. I remained
at the Post several days before returning to Whipple.
In the meantime, Major Thompson 87 and a quartermaster's clerk named Van Dorn had arrived there from Fort
Wingate. They were desirous of going on to Fort Whipple,
and came to me and wanted to know if. I had any objection
to their going along with me. I replied that it was a big fine
open country between Apache and Fort Whipple, and plenty
of room in which to travel. But if.they cared to travel with
me they must go my way and do as' I did. To this.they agreed.
We started the next morning, but not over the same route
I had come in on; as a rule I never "back tracked." On my
return trip I cut across the mountains north of the' Post,
keeping along the northern slopes of the range and down to
the mouth of Canon Diablo. 88 . Here I struck westerly and
passed around the southern end of Bill Williams mountain.
Reaching the section known as the cedars, a very dangerous
place for Apaches, I remarked to the-Major to keep his eyes
open for Reds; that I had been thru that section several times
and never failed to see Apaches each time. He was like
many others I have known, and smiled superciliously as
much as to say, "I have heard that sort of talk before;"
Neverthless I knew what I was talking about, and we had
not gone far when I caught the glint of a gun about two
miles away. I said, "T:tJ.ere they are now." He suddenly
pulled up and exclaimed, "Where! where!" and began to
look about in the immediate vicinity~ I said I caught the.
glint of a gun about two miles away, as the Indian stepped
out [from] the shade of a large juniper tree. By keeping .
my eyes rivited on the s.pot, I could ~ake out the Indians and
counted five as they filed out from beneath the tree. Knowing the location of Rattlesnake tank, I saw that the Reds
were going. towards it.. The. Major says, "What are· we
86. Probably Charles Warren Foster who served in the ranks during the War
with Mexico. He attained. the rank of Colonel during the Civil War and retired from
the service on September 24; 1891. Heitman, Register.
87. I have not been. able to identify this officer in Heitman, Register.
88. An interesting landmark in northern Arizona which is crossed today by travelers in automobile and train.
' .

-.
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going to do?" , I said, "We will go right along as though
nothing had happened; the Indians have not seen us." "Yes,
but we' will be .going right towards the Jndians," persisted
the Major. I started on and both f611owed, keeping my eye
on the spot where 1 knew the tank was located.in order to .
see if the Ap~ches came out again or remained down in the
t;,mk hole. ,When 'we .reacheda' point opposite the, tank, I
said to the Major, "The Indians are down in a hole and only
five of them. We have them like rats in a trap." "Great God,"
he says, "We haven't lost any Indians and there is no knowing h~w many more th'ere may be hereabouts: Don't' stop
'here in this hornet's nest!"
I went on to where I had'first seen the Apaches and told
the Major and Van Dorn. to go on, that I, would ride out to
the .tr~e and see by the "sign" if there were,more than five
Indlans~ They road on towards Hell Canon ~nd I went to
the tree; from here I followed the tracks toward the tank.
Pretty soon I saw an Indian's head appear above the rim. I
fired a shot at the head with. my six-shooter and [at] the
same time charged the Indians. Of course, as usual, they
simply flew out of sight in a nearby volcanic canon; their
britch-clouts sailing out behind. Turning about I soon came
up with the Major and VanDorn. ','What in h-l do you
mean by shooting an'd yelling in that mallner. Do you want
all the Apaches in the country after us?' There is Hell canon
to cross. Are you crazy?'; To tell the truth the brave (?)
Major was badly frightened. I aI;lswered, "I may be crazy,
but if I am there's method in my craziness anyway.'" The
Major says, "Method in such: crazy acts."
. '
'We crossed Hell canon all right and by 'this time. the sun
. had gone'down and the Major wanted to know, "What are
we to do now as you raised the. whole country about our
,ears ?,' I simply said, "Follow me and we'll be all right." .
I continued' on until it was quite dark, then suddenly
turned to the right and struck out thru the cedars and junipers for 'som~ distance; then veering to the left I. came to
a little park wholly surrounded by cedars and junipers. I
dismounted and began' to unsaddle my animal. The Maj or
asked, "What, are we going to camp here?'" I said, "I am
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at any rate." He still thought we were in danger of the
Apaches and wpuld be killed in the night. I lay down on my
saddle-blanket . and went to sleep. They followed suit-'
don't know that they slept any that night, it didn't bother
me anyway whether they did or not.
.
In due time we reached Whipple in safety, and the Major,
at once proceeded to tell what a crazy fool I was; he also told
, the people at Prescott and was laughed at for his pains, and
[they] told him it was my way and, crazy or not crazy, he
gets there all the same, and has been doing it for years, and
where few others ever attempt to go he [Banta] always goes.
'November, 1870, a general electi [o]n came off.' R. C. Mc-.
Cormick 89 was a candidate for re-electi [0] n to Congress.
Pete~ R. Brady 90 was his oppone~t.. Mc was again sent to
'Congress. Jim Simpson 91 had a ranch over on Willow creek,
four or five miles from town. A. G. Dunn-(afore mentioned)
had a step-daughter, hermoth[e]r being a Mexican woman.
The. girl. went to the ranch with Simpson; ·Dunn and a few
Paisanos [countrymen] went out there and bombarded the
house with rifles. Jim couldhave killed Dunn th~n and there,
but the girl requested Jim not to shoot.. Finally the Dunn
part~ left and returned to Prescott.' About awe~k after,
Simpson came to town and going into Bashford's 92 store,
89. R. C. McCormick came to' Arizona as the first Territorial Secretary with
Governor Goodwin. He brought along a printing press and founded the first ne~s
paper in northern Arizona, the Miner, later named The Journal Miner. He became.
Go'vernor in April, 1866.· ~nd' subseque'ntly ser'~ed three terms i~ Congress as Delegate.
Kelly, Arizona, P. 329. Fish. Manuscript, 2 :357 passim. His career can be traced in
Farish, Arizona. See Note 34 and 35:
.
90. Peter R. Brady was a graduate of Annapolis. Born in Washington .(George- .
. town) D. C., August 4, 1825, he emigrated :to California. In San Francisco, he organized the first mining company to operate in ,Arizona. He came to Aio in 1853 .(possibly 1854), and settled in Tucson the following year. He later moved to Florence and·
operated' a flour mill. Brady served as sheriff of Pima cou~ty, in four Territorial
·Legislatures, and lost a contest for Territorial Delegate: Death occurred on May 2, 19.02.
Fish, Mcinus~ript, 2 :312 (note). Kelly, Arizona,' 351-52. Elliott" Arizona, p. 264.'
Barney, Manuscript, 1 :8, 2 :18.
91. J. A. Simpson killed A. G. Dunn in a gun fight, November 8, 1870. 'Weekly'
Arizona Miner, November 19, 187·0. There wa~ an Albert Dunnin the Walker party thaf
arrived in the Prescott region in 1863. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :336 (note)
92. This was probably the store of Levi Bashford who came to Arizona ·as the
first Surveyor.General with the Governor 'Goodwin party in 1863. Fish, Manuscript,
2 :357. Hodge, Arizona, PP. 114, 260. Farish, Arizona, 4 :311ff.- He. was probably
related to Coles Bashford wlio played a prominent part in the history of Territori~1
Arizona as" a lawyer and politician. The latter's biographickl sketch is in Farish,
Arizona, 3 :90ff.
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he was warned by Colonel Henry Biglow 93 that Dunn had
said~he would kill Simpson on sight. Jim immediately returned. to where he had left his gun. With his big needlegun 93a he started to return up town, time between sun-down
anddark. Hearing that trouble was likely to take place, and
Jim and I were old friends, I started down towards the place
where I knew he always left his horse. Presently I' heard a
pistol shot and a few seconds after I heard the roar of the
needle-gun; again it roared and twice more I heard that gun
roar. By this time I had reached Jim, and he said, "I've
kille~ Dunn, but I had to shoot four times before he fell."
'Jim went to the Sheriff and gave himself up. I was on
the coroner's jury which examined the body of Dunn; we
found all four [bullet] holes in the breast and [they] could
be covered with the hand. They had passed thru the body.
Dunn fired bilt one shot and then stood still facing Simpson
who' had thought he had missed Dunn with his first three
shots, ahd did not know that he had hit until the fourth shot
when Dunn turned ,and walked about fifteen or twenty feet
and fell face downward, stone dead. Jim was put under
$1500 'bond and released to await action of the Grand Jury;
Bashford, Biglow and others going upon the bond.
After the election passed Jim and I started for Salt river
where we stopt with Jack Swilling for a time. In 'January,
'71; we started for Tucson, reaching that "ancient and honorable, pueblo" on the 11th otthe same month. I immediately
began work on the Tucson Citizen,
a paper
started by Sur)
.
veyor-General John Wason,94 October 15, '1870. Simpson
returned to Prescott to stand trial at the April term of court
and was acquitted of the killing of A. G. Dunn. He then
came, back to Tucson and soon afterwards married a Mexi93. Henry A. Bigelow is listed as a member of the 1st and 2nd Legislative
Assembly in Kelly, Arizona, but I have no further information about him or 'how he
acquired the title of Colonel. He was a resident of Yavapai county-which would make
Prescott a likely place for him to visit. See also Journals of the Twelfth Legislative
Assembly, p. 648 (J.ournal Company, Lincoln, Nebraska, 1883)
.
93a. See Note 102.
94. John Wasson was the first· Surveyor-General of Arizona (1870) and founder
of the Arizona Citize';" at Tucson, first published October 15, 1870. Governor Myron
H. McCord, Report to Secretary of the Interior, 1897, p. 82 (Washington, 1897).
Hodge, Arizona,p. 154. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :456f. Biographical sketch in Farish,
Arizona, 6 :308.
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can girl. One night Jim was in George Foster's saloon leaning ovel,' the bar talking-to George Hand, the doors being
open, some unknown party fired a, pistol at Jim, the shot
taking effect i~ his back. Jim was laid' up for some time,
but eventually pulled thru, but finally died from the effects
of that wound a few years after at Florence. 95
In 1871 a great "diamond" excitement was started by
a fellow named Arnold; 96 his diamond fields were located in
the N:::wajo country, in the northeastern part of Arizona.
Arnold organized a company capitalized at $10,000,000.. The
Bank of CaUforniawas tr[e]asurer of the company. W. C.
Ralston was president of the Bank. Some friends of Governor A. P. K. Safford, residing in San Francisco, wrote the
Governor that the diamond stock was selling on the market
like hot cakes; that they, had some loose' money' and thought.
of investing the same in "diamond stock," but if he had some
one who could go out and quietly investigate the "fields"
they would wait until hearing from him in the matter. The
Governor-asked if I would go and look into this thing. I
fitted out for a three months'trip and left Tucson on the 15th
day of July, 1871. [I] was gone one month and seventeen
days, when I returned to Tucson and reported to the Governor that in my opinion the whole thing was a fake. The
Governor immediately wrote his friends in'California to wait
awhile; no hurry about investing their money; that his man
had returned and reported unfavorably on the matter. They'
did not invest' and' thereby saved their money. In a few
short weeks the "bubble busted."
However, before starting' ~n that ~rip General George
:Crook 97 had ar'rived at Tucson and stopt at the Governor's
91;. , The first house at Florence was' erected in 1866, The site was l';id' out as a
town in 1869. Levi Ruggies is called the founder and 'Richard C, McCormick is credited with naming it. It was an early terminus for stage lines from Prescott on' the
north and Yuma to the west. Fish, Ma;nU8cr;pt, 1 :447. Elliott, Arizona;, p. 264.
.
96. The story of this' diamond hoax has been written more than once. An adequate account can be-found in George D. Lyman, Ralston's· Ring (Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York 1947) A brief account, including confirmation that Safford employed
Banta, is in Frank C. Lockwood, Arizona; Cha;ra;cterB, pp. ISH (Los Angeles, The
. 'Ti;"es-Mirror Press, 1928)
,
,
97. George Crook graduated from West Point in 1852 and rose to the rank of
Major General. He died March 21, 1890. Hs autobiography has been published; see
Note 2.
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house, being an' old friend of bot!]. Wasonand Safford. The
General entered the Territory at Yuma, June 19, '71, and
came to relieve General George Stoneman. . Crook had heard'
of me and asked Wason .to bring ~e up to the Capital build-,
ing;thathe ,desired to have a talk with me:, I and Wason
went up together and h,e introduced me to General, Crook.
Up to this timeI had neither se,ennor heard of Crook. We
talked for perhaps two hours; at least I talked for' that
le~gth of time, the General merely asking questio:p.s. He l
wanted [me] to take service with him the~ and there, but I
could not as I had promised the Governor to look into the
diamond matter.
'
Crook says the troops have made a' f~ilure so far, and
wanted to know what I thought about the maUer. I r'epIied '
that if I were in his place I would "fight fire with fire." He
then looked up for the first time and said, "How is that; what
do you' mean?" 'I said,' "Fight Indians with Indians,98 it is
the only method to' pursue in: a coun.try so mOlintainous as
Arizona; that infantry was, practically useless, and the cav,.
aIry was not muchbeUer; that many times we had to dismount, leaving our animals stuck in the mud, and take it
afoot; that the Apaches invariably made for the rocks and
the steepest points they could reach, and of course troops
were almost helpless to do anything." He said the idea was
good-as an experiment only.
E. N. Fish &;, CO:99 had a sawmill in the Santa Ritas,;about
twelve miles above Camp Crittenden,1°o inchar?,e' of Tom
98. This is an interestirig comment by Banta. 'Apaches were eventu~lly enlisted
to, fight their kinsmen. The Spanish had used ,such 'tactics. in the ~ighteenth century.
'99. Edward N. Fish arrived in AriZona in 1865. He soon entered business as posttrad~r at Calabazas un'del' the firm name of "Garrison' and 'Fish. Later he' moved to
Tucson and operated as E. N. Fish and Co. Fish, M'a.nuscript, 2 :453f. Hinton, Hand-book, p. 267. 'He had been a California '4ger. His portrait and sho~t biog;,aphicai
sketch appear 'in Farish, Arizona, 4 :267., He 'is,not ,to be confused with Joseph Fish,
whose Manuscript is frequently cited herein.
'100: Camp, Crittenden, was' established in August, 1867, 'near' Tucson for protection of 'southwestern Arizona. It was the site of the earlier Fort Buchanan. The
later camp was named in honor of G.eneral{ Thomas So, Crittenden" then in command
of the militarY district south of the Gila, John H. Cady, Arizona's Yesterday, p. S8f.
(Rewritten 'and Revised by Basil'Dilloh Woon, 1915) Cady arrived in Arizona
'after'the Civil War with the 1st United States Cavalry, Co" C, He mentions early 1868
as the, date for, Camp' Crittenden. Hinton, Handbook, p, 232, reads as follows: "It is
,a_ride or' a dozen miles to old Camp Crittenden, laid out on a hill.. from which we ,can
look down on 'the ruins ,of old Fort Buchanan;" a description that dates about 1876
or 1877.
'
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Gardn'er with a small force of employees; the Apaches ~ere
pretty bad and Tom sent in word to Fish for more arms
and amunition. John Wason, Sammy Hughes 101 (now of
Tucson), a driver and' one or two others were going to
Crittenden, and I went along in the ambulance; taking out the
arms and ammunition to the sawmill. The guns were "I. C."
,needIeguns 102 formerly used by the soldiers. Reaching the
mill with the arms, I distributed them among the men, reserving the best appearing one for my own 'us~. My duties
of cou~se were to scout about the mountains aI!d keep a look,'out for the Apaches.,
.
dne day, being some distance from camp, I heard' an:
Indian call to me; there was a deep gorge b.etween us, but
I saw the fellow plainly enough, tHo I did not care to-waste
a sho,t on him.. Returning to camp the next [day] being
Sunday-I thought to try my guri as I had not as yet fired
a shot out of it.
Putting up a mark against a tree and. taking a dead rest
<;>ff Of a stu~p I pulled the trigger and the, thing snapt.
,Trying another cartridge it snapt again. This was strange,
so I' examined gun and found it had no needle in it and of
'course would not· shoot. So again I was hunting. Apaches
with a gun that would not sho'ot;, however, the' Apaches
d~dn't know it was not loaded, and ~hat was something in
my favor.'
.
In a few days thereafter, I was taken down sick with a
·malignant feavor and had to be taken down to the military
post, Desiring to; go to Tucson and be treated by myoId
friend, DoctorJ. C. Handy, one of the best physicians in
'the Territory, I saw. Lieutenant Stewart,102a quartermaster. of Camp Crittenden, and asked for permission to ride in with
101. A short biography and picture of' Samuel C. Hughes i~ in Farish, Arizona,
2:210. AWelshman bY birth, Hughes arrived in Tucson from California in 1858 on the
.edge of dea~h from tUber~ulosis, but- he recove~ed and became a leading citizen in
. the community.
102. This was the Dreys~ dfle, invented by J. N. von Dreyse: uA B/in~]e-shot

breech-loading rifle, with bolt breech closure, developed in 1836, firing a ,conical bullet incased in a paper cartridge together with a powder charge , . . Commonly called
. the neJdlegun." Webster's 1nternatiO'nal Dictionary..
102il. Reid T. Stewart graduated from West Point and was commissioned 2nd
Lieut., ·5th Cavalry, ,June 12, 1871. He was killed in aCtion 'against Apache Indians
in David~on's Canyon, Arizon~J August 27, 1872.
3 :661, citing Ha'rnilton, Re!ources of ArizO'na

\

Heitman, Register. Fish, Manuscript,

(2nd edition; 1883)
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the U. S. mail buckboard. I was very weak at this time; was
run down with feavor and disentary [dysentery]. TheLieutenant said he, had intended to go in with the buckboard,
but "as 'you are sick, go with the buckboard arid I will go
along with the wagon and escort." Learning a wagon was
to gol said to the Lieutenant I would prefer going with the
wagon as I could lie down. And I did so. Lieutenant Stewart and Corporal Black, the mail carrier, started a few minutes in advance of the government mule team. Along with
the wagon was Sergeant 'Brown of the- cavalry service, and
a corporal and seven "doughboys" as escort; also the Lieutenant's "dogrobber." Brown rode his horse in advance of
the wagon, and as we entered Davis canon I saw Brown pun
up his horse and looked down. Presently he came back to the
wagon and said, "Get out men, the Ap3:ches are, thick around
here." Seeing an object lying in the road that looked to me
like a sack of barley, I asked Brown :what 'it was; he said,
"It is Lieutenant Stewart's dead body." We drove up to
the body and Brown ordered the men to put the dead body
into the wagon and then rode· away to see what had become
of the buckboard and Corporal B~ack.
Sergeant Brown was a man, and was as cool as if on
parade, but I cannot say as much for the doughboys. Two
of the men, one at the head and one at the feet, without laying down their gun~ attempted to do something with the
body, at the, same time they were looking out for the
Apaches. I ordered them to lay their guns down and pick
up'the body with both of their hands, but being so badly
rattled they p'aid no attention. to my "orders." I then called
to Brown and said, "These sons of b-..:...s will never' put the
body in the wagon.". Brown came back and threatened to
brain them with his gun if they did not lay down their guns
and put the body in the wagon. They dropt guns and com-'
plied.
About two hundred yards further on we saw the buckboard and mail. It was standing at the mouth of a wash
coming down from the Santa Ritas. The wagon was full to
, the top of the bed and I sat on ~the plunder with both,feet
hanging over the side of the bed facing the Santa Rita
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mountain. I was too weak to get out and walk about. We
had stopt again and Brown continued to look about for the
Corporal's body.
In my front was a low mesa with a few scattering cedars
·on the brow of it. Behind these cedars were Apaches, and
one after another would jump up and yell and fire at me. I
say at me because I was in plain view, sitting on the wagon;
the doughboys had gotten down behind the wagon on the
opposite side from the Apaches.. I looked right into the
muzzle of a gun pointed point blank at me, saw the fire come
out of tpe gun, but all I could do was to grit my teeth and
await the result. One shot I felt the concussion of the air
as the ball passed clost to my head; another ball cut thru
the wagon bed a few inches from my right leg. Suddenly
I felt ,a gun-barrel against the side of my head, and looking
around, said to the soldier, "Keep your d-n gun away; I
· don't want to [be], shot by you." I then called to Brown to
come to the wagon and order the mEm up the mesa. He came
back and gave the order and three or four of them started
up [the] side of the mesa. It was not more than forty feet
high and the Indians were shooting not over twenty-five or
thirty yards, but shooting downwards perhaps'. accounted
for their poor marksmanship. The men had gone about half
way up when up jumpted the Apaches and ·fired again. The
soldiers merely fired their guns in the air; I know this for I
sat there and 'looked at them. The'yreturned and one of
them said, "I got. one of them. Did you hear him hollew?"
I said to the fellow, "You raised hell,; I saw you shoot up
into the air." Brown says to me, "I can't find Black's body."
I pointed to a bunch of Apaches up the wash, perhaps three
or four hundred yards away, who were walking about as ITlooking for something, and said the Corporal is up there.
At the first fir'e Stewart was killed and perhaps the Corporal may havebeim wounded. He run his mule to the mouth
·of the wash and tried to get away by running up the wash;
that the Apaches had followed him and have just killed him
with a lance, and are now looking for anything he may have
dropt in his flight. We could have whipped that fight easily
if those dough boys had been any good. The Apaches were
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'apart of Coches'" [Cochise], band.. Brown then said to me,
. "What had' we better do 1" . I said, "There is no fight in this
bunch so we might as well'move on before the Apaches can
get in ahead of .us furtHer down the canon.'" He said it was
· about the best thing to do under the circumstances, and
ordered the outfit to move on; he then rode off. down the road.
I said to the driver to. give 'me his gun and some cartridges, and" to get on his mule and go on. But he merely went
to the head of the team and foolishly tried to lead six-mule
team with one hand and his carbine in the other., I cussed to
beat the· band, but had little effect: Finally he came back to
the wagon, and on my' promise to protect him he reluctantly
handed me the carbine.' He "had perhaps an hundred" cart.:.
ridges in a 's~ck in his jockey box ; ,these he got out aild began
,to ·fill his 'pockets with them. 'I asked him to give some of
.the amunition to [me] but he refused; I 'said, "All right, I
have 'the gun and shall keep it; what can you do with your
cartridges 1" "That's so," said he, and he handed me three
cartridges;. I asked for more but he flatly refused saying,
"I can't spare any more~"
'
When people loose their heads they don't know as much
as a sheep, and no matter how much you may abuse them
they take no offense at what you' may say to them. But if
you can once get them riled they are then all right and forget all about any danger there may be. Having secured the
[gun] I had 'some authority, a gun is p[r]etty good 'authority
at times. Iordered the driver to come over on the near side
of his team and to get on his mule; also ordered the dough
· boys to get on the wagon and part face one way and the others to face in opposite direction, and all to keep sharp lookout' "
for the red devils. I now said to the driver to drive on and
to pay attention to' his mules, that I was behind him with a
gun,and not to look either to right" or left. He sat that mule
as stiff ~s a poker,and never once took his eyes off the team.
We passed thru the canon without further incident and
reached Tucson sometime in the night
It was enough to make a saint swear to see those };lritchclouted devils walking about, apparently indifferent to 0l.!-r
· presence, and then to be shot at and have nothing with which

a
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to return the compliment, was -really agrivating in the extreme. It would have been simply a picnic to have whipped
the fight, b~t to -go away like a parcel of curs was really
humiliating.
_
, Reaching Tucson I was confined to my bed for quite a
.
.'
' . '
long time. Doctor Handy had given me up to die ,and said,
"Unless -a change takes place within the next few hours you
cannot live." After the Doctor left I told the people 'to fill
up the bath-tub with cold water,; this done, I had th~~ place
me in the
cold water, and for .
the first.
time .in weeks 'I felt
.
comfortably happy; so happy th;:tt I went 9ft' to sleep in the
tub
of water. In a couple
of hours the Doctor returned ,. and
.
" "
seeing me covered with perspiration said, "The crisis has
,passed." Then looking down he saw the tub and asked what
, it'mea:gt. Being informed he said, "It's a Iwonder it'did not
kill yoU;, not one in a thousand could have lived." I said,
,"If I had to die, what's the dift'erence/' 'It saved my life
anyway.
_
, In 1872,1 helped to survey the oldtown of Tucson. Atthe
time there was nothing east of Stone Avenue but greesewood and the graveyard was a long way north of town. The
'few st~res in town were on main street, and very little of
, anything ,on' Congress Street east of Charley Brown's Congress HalL A,fterthe survey I' went ,down to- Altar in the
state of Sonora, Mexico. On my return from Mexico I was
appointed Inspector of Customs at $100 per month at Tu'c,;.
soil. In the tneantime, General O. O. Howard 103 had come out
and established several Indian reservations. At the White
Mountain reservation the General' appointed Dr. Milan
Soule 104 as agent; he was the army doctor at Camp Apache.
The northern Apaches were' not on' good terms with the
,Apacl},es of the southern part of the Territory, and a sub,

'103, Oliver Otis H~wa~d, graduate of West Point, was commissioned July 1,
,1854: He had a distinguished, military record, received the Medal of Honor, and
'retired November 8; 1894~ His mission to the Southwest in' February, 1872, was
planned as part
of a strong
mo've to win peace with the Apach~ by, conciliation'. This
project can be studied in Ogle, Note 4. See also, 'Oliver Otis Howard" My Life and
Experiences among our Hostile Indians (Hartford, 1907)
104. Dr. Soule is mentioned in Ogle's studY' on
60,- 65; 197; see 'Note 4. Dr.
Soule, a military surgeon, was transferred to California by his own request of No~
vember 28, 1872. Ibid.
'
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agent had to be appointed for the southern Apaches. "Little"
'Ste~e was appointed sub-agent and the agency established
at (Old) Fort GranV 05'-:""-formerly Fort 'Breckenridge, on
the San Pedro River. As soon as this was done Steve. wrote
me a letter saying, "If you are tired of that custom house
come down here, I need you." Of course I resigned at once
and went downto help him control the Reds of his agency.
Traveling was dangerous and the buckboard carrying the
mails to Grant was obliged to leave Tucson in the afternoon
in order to pass thru the twelve mile canyon in the night,
arriving at Grant at daylight the following day.
I went down in the buckboard to Grant and then up to
the agency a mile above the Post. The Indians were pretty
saucy tho they were on, the reserve; especially chief Santos 106
of the T<;mtos. Eskiminzin of the Ariyaipai Apaches was the
most noted war chief; but I had n,o trouble with him, and
subsequently we became very good friends. Nevertheless
when they broke out, Eskiminzin's first act was to kill his
best friend, a man named Kinney. At the pow-wow between
the Apaches and Crook and Collier,107 to the question, "Why
did you kill your best friend ?," the rascal said, "My heart
swelled and I had to kill him." A very satisfactory' excuse! '
The agency at Grant being a sub-agency,' Steve's papers had
to'be sent to Doctor Soule. The first quartely report going
up the Doctor saw my name on the roils and immediately
wrote Steve to send me up at once. (I had saved the DoCtor's
life on two occasions when on scouting/expeditions with the
military, he being field surgeon at those times. But, an acI

\
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105, Old' Camp Grant was situated at the confluence of the Aravaipa creek and
San Pedro river. The first military post on the site was Camp Breckinridge, 1856;
abandoned in 1861. The California Column established Fort Stanford there in 1862.
named'in honor of the Governor of California. It was renamed Fort Grant in 1866.
The New Fort Grant was established near Mt. Graham in 1873. Crook. Autobiogr~phY,
p. '165. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :440. ' Hinton, Handbook. p. 311.
, 106. Chief Santo was the father-in-law of Es-kim-in-zin. He traveled to, Washington, D. C., in compa,ny with· General Howard during the period of attempted pacification of the Apaches in the early 1870's. The story has been told in John P. Clum,
-;Es-kim.in-zin:" NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIE'W, 3 :399-420. The same article appears
in Arizona Historical Review, vol. 2, no. 1 (April, 1929). See Note 103.
107. Vincent Colyer was the civilian agent sent to the West by President Grant to
promote the new peace. policy- in dealing with the Apache. His activities have been
discussed in Ogle's study. Note 4. See also Frank
Reeve, "The Federaf Indian Policy
in Ne~ Mexico. 1858-1880." NEW MEXICO H,STOR,CAL REVIEW, 13 :293 passim.
'
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count of these matters will be found under the head of
"Scouting Expeditions." Steve asked me if I was satisfied
in my present position. I said I was; and he says, "We will
thEm stand off the Doctor." He wrote back to the Doctor, "I
can't spare him." In due time Nat Noble 108 came down with another letter
saying, "I have sent a good man to take his place; no further
excuse, send him up." I went, Of course.
Reaching Apache I met the Doctor in front of the Adjutant's office and after shaking hands' asked him, "What is
the matter, Doctor?" He said, "I have more than one hun.:
dred thousand dollars worth of commissaries over at the
agency buildings for which I am responsible to the Government, and have a fellow there named Jack May looking after
it; think of a man with that sort of name being respo:r:sible
for anything; I can't be there, my duties at the Post prevent
me, and it is only on ration day I can go over, so I sent for
you to take charge of that property.;'
'
The Doctor was, the most conscientious of men; strictly
honest and was simplicity itself. I have known him to set
up all night by, the bedside of a sick soldier. Few if any
doctors do this unless the ,patient be a millionaire, apd he
has a chance to soak him for an enormous fee.
At this time there were all sorts of -government con- ,
tractors about Fort Apache. Many were unscrupulous, and
as sugar was worth $50 a sack, coffee the same, and flour $10
per hundred, it can be seen at once that I was likely to be
pestered by them. But not a pound did they or anyone, get
from the agency while under my control. The late Hugo Richards 109 at this time was at the Post as agent for Colonel C.
P. Head,uo flour contractor for the Post. He roomed and
messed with the Doctor and they became fast friends. During the year Hugo had collected considerable' money for
Colonel Head, but they had no way to send it to Prescott.
He was afraid to go out with any escort that might be going
108. Charles 'Noble from Missouri was a member of the Walker party. Farish,
Arizona, 2 :243. See also Journal of the Pioneer and Walker Mining Districts.
109. Hugo Richards served in the 8th and 9th Legislative Assembly from Yavapai
county. Kelly, Arizona.
.
,
110. C. P. Head was a member of the 8th Legislative Assembly. Ibid.
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for fear the soldiers should know he had 'the money, kill him
and desert. He finally persuad~d the Doctor to allow me to
shoot him thru the country to Tucsqn as I knew all the trails
as well as the Indians'. We left the.Postin December '72, and
I cut thru the ,mountains to Old' Fort Grant and thence to
Tucson where Hugo took th~ stage to. Prescott.
The legislature being in' session that winter at Tucson,
and haviIi g personal acquaintance with a majodty of the
members, I remained in Tucson until adjournment. I was
absent three months, and there being no mails between
Tucson and Fort Apache, I had not heard a word from the
Post. Returning in the spring I met the Doctor as usual at
a hand-shake the Doctor in~
,the Adjutant's office. After
.
formed me that he had been relieved since I had been away;
that a ~ew 'agent named Roberts,111of the Dutch Reformed
Church,had succeeded him as agent, that he had kept me
on t};1e rolls until relieved, that he advised Roberts to await
my coming and to appoint me to take' charge of, the commissaries, that Roberts ignored his recommendations and
said, "I'll use my own judgment in the selection of my
employees."
.
I
I asked the Doctor if he had taken. an inventory of the
stock on hand, and [he] said .1 did so and found a very large
surplus to' my credit. That was all I wanted to hear. I asked
who Roberts had appointed in my place and he smiled and
said, "Charly Kinnear, and you know 'what that means."
Roberts was honest enough but he was a chump, like the·
average pricher [prea:cher]~ and a bit swelled' up Qver his
position. Within' a year Kinnear left for Europ'e with fifteen
or twenty thousand dollars. A government inspector came
out and found the preaching chup .[chap?] to be' about
. $35,000 short in supplies-result the fool suicides.
In a majority of cases~a large majority-the government's selectIon of its agents. in any department is made thru
"pulls" .and not for fitness or competency;

a
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111. James E. Roberts was a nominee. of the Duth Reformed Churcli for agent
to the. Apache Indians, assuming his duties in December, 1872, See Ogle, Note 4.
There is no mention· of suicide in ·Ogle's account, but the agent was forced out of
office for mal-administration. See also Clum in NEW MEXICO H,STOR,CAL REVIEW. Note
106.
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Othello's occupation being defunctus, I decided to return
'to my people the Zuiiis; this was in the spring of 1873. ~n
J tine of the same year George M. Wheeier of the engineers
in charge of the expedition-Exploration West of the one'
hundreth Meridian-reached Santa Fe and wanted a guide
. for this expedition. ij:e had several applications at Santa Fe,
but Lieutenant Fountain,112 Quartermaster at Fort Wingate,
a good ·friend of mine, happened to meet Lieutenant Wheeler .
in Santa Fe.and told him of me,' and advised Wheeler to take
no one else; and that I was then at the Zuni villages. Wheeler
wrote me a letter in. care of Lieutenant Fountain, aIld the
Lieutenant on his 'return to Wirigate dispatched a courier
to me with Wheeler's' letter ; also a letter from himself re.,.
questing me to· come over-and meet Wheeler at the Post.
"Even if you do not go with him, come over anyway."
I went over to Wingate and was employed . by Wheeler
a~ guide. We pulled out of camp on the 4th day of July, 1&73~
My contract ended at Fort Apache. We went'to Fort Defr..
ance, thence to the Moqui villages. From the Moquis we
. struck south across the Painted Desert, striking the. Little
Colorado river, as I intended, at the Grand Falls. From the
Falls 'Ye continued south to Cocopino Tank; thence 20 de- .
grees east of south to the rim of Tonto Basin. After traveling
about 150 miles with the expedition, we reached FortApache
in September. Here Wheeler was ordered back to Washington and Lieutenant Tillman ll3 assumed command of the expedition. i had quit of course but Tillman sent for me and
requested that l' continue with the expedition south and east
to Fort Bayard, thence northeasterly to Wingate. I told the
Lieutenant that I was 'unfamiliar with that section of country; he said, "From what I am informed, you 'know more
about country and how to get thru it, .which you never have
been thru, than many of. our guides who claim to know aU .
ah~ut it. Go with me a~ far as you can anyway." I went with'

I

112. Probably Samuel Warren Fountain who served. in the Civil War and then
graduated from West Point, heing commissioned 2;'d Lieut., 8th Cavalry, June 15.
1870. Heitman, Regi8t~r. For ~eferences to the Wheeler expedition, see Note 41.
113., Sa~uel Escue Tillman, gradu~te of West Point, commissioned 2nd Lieut.,
·4th Artillery, June 15, 1869; transferred to the Engineers, June 10, 1872. Heitman.
Register.
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the outfit as far as the Gila river. Meeting my friend Major
Morrow,114 paymaster in the army, at this point, at the
Major's invitation· I rode with the Major in his ambulance
'
).
to Tucson.
Following my usual course I lay around Tucson until
broke, refusing to go into the Citizen office and set type at
$1 per thousand erris. ll5 In the fall, Jim Simpson and 'self
left Tucson for Yuma; arriving here I took charge of the
Sentinel office at $5 a day. Judge W. J .. Berry 116 was the editor, butthe office belonged to James M: Barney, the agent at
Yuma for Win. B. Hooper & CO.ll7 At this time the old..Col<:>rado Steam Navigation Company 118 did all the freighting
business from the West. The Company had five small steamers on the river and tw,o ocean steamers plying between .[the]
mouth of the river at Port Ysabel to San Francisco. I took
a notion to visit Califorp.ia, and buying a ticket by the river
and ocean route, I boarded the steamer Colorado, Captain
Poole, March 11, 1874.
114. Robert Morrow from Tennessee, Captain of Volunteers in the Civil War.
Mustered out of the service with the rank of Lieut. Col., he re-enlisted as Major and
paymaster. He died November 27, 1873. Heitman, Register.
i15. "The portion of a line formerly occupied by the letter m, then a square.
type, used as a unit of measure for printed matter: An em pica, approximately 1/12
of an inch,-comm~nly used as a standard of measurement, especially of column width."
Webster's' Collegiate Dictionary, 5th edition. I judge that Banta means 'that a thousand
ems was the setting of 1,000 type letters in a printer's stick.
116. Judge William J. Berry of Prescott bought the first lot when the Phoenix
townsite was laid out. H'; was' "also appointed the first register of the Land Office
at Prescott,. and in October, 1873, became editor of the' Yuma Sentinel, when the publi.
cation was the properfy' of Col. James M. Barney; who sold it in 1875 to John W.
Dorrington.". Barney, Manuscript,' 3 :9.. Hodge, Arizona, p. 212.
117.. William Burchell Hooper from' Vermont enlisted in the 2nd California
Cavalry with the rank of 2nd Lieut., July '23, '1862. ,He was mustered out with ,the
rank of Major, July 13, 1866. Heitman, Register. He established the'army quartermaster's depot on the Arizona side of the Colorado river at the Yuma crossing in 1864.
Upon resigning' from the service, he entered the mercantile busi':'ess at Yuma. He
sold out to James M. Barney. Hinton, Handbook, P. 249. Fish, Manuscript, 2':381, 449. '
Ruined in 1863-1864 by a drought in California, James M. Barney settled'in Yuma
.
and .became a partner of Hooper. He later bought the Silver King mine for $300,000.
Hinton, Handbook, p. 249; see Note 138. He started the l4rizona Sentinel at Yuma in
1871. McCord, Report (1897), p.83.
. 118. Boats were. first "hauled" rather than towed up the Colorado river. Then
sidewheelers were built'on the river, out of which grew the Colorado 'Steam Na';'igation
company. The first steamer from the Gulf of California to the Yuma landing was the
Uncle Sam, owned and commanded by Captain Turnbull, arriving December 3, 1852.
Steamers towed barges until 1872, then steamers came directlY from .San Francisco to
Yuma until the railroad was built to that town. Hinton, Handbook, p. 247f. A further
discussion of river transportation can be found in Wyliys, Arizona.
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On the third day we reached Port Ysabel and the same
afternoon transferred to the steamship Montana. We swung
at anchor all that night and early next morning steamed
away down the Gulf of California. We put in at various
Mexican ports including Guaymas and Cape San Lpcas. One
day while steaming up the Mexican coast of Bajo California,
I was sitting n~xt to the rail on the port side; looking across
the water among the white caps I saw a sail and called Captain McDonnough's attention to' it. He gazed across the
water for some time and then said, "I see nothing...:...-Do [you]
mean to say you can see a sail?" I said, "Of course [I] do
and there it is now; can't you see it.?" He directed a sailor
to bring his glasses and then to his astonishment there was'
an open boat with sails. He remarked, "You have extraordinary eye-sight. I have followed the sea all my life yet
I could not see that sail with my naked eyes." It was the talk
of the ship from there on to San Francisco. At this writing I
am past 70 and do not use glasses.
The occupants of the boat proved to be Captain Hefferman, two white sailors, and five· Chinese sailors from' the
steamship Colima, then disabled and lying at Cerros islaJ:ld
'near the Mexican coast. He was trying to beat his. way up to
the nearest telegraph station to wire San Francisco of their
condition. He entered into a contract with our captain to
return to the disabled steamer Colima and tow her up to
San Francisco. Accordingly we turned ah9ut and steamed
that day and the following night and early in the morning
two black streaks were seen, one behind the other, against
the sky low down near the horizon. They proved to be the
Steamship Arizona with the Colima in tow. Theybelonged to
the Pacific Mail Steamship Co. We met and bobbed about like
corks in' a pond fo~ a time. After taking off some supplies
from our ship we parted company, our Captain taking the
"inside" with the intention of calling at San Dieg9' to wire
his company of what he had done and the contract with
. Hefferman. We lay-to off the harbor of· San Diego and sent
a boat ashore; the purser going off, I sent a written account
of what had transpired to the Daily San Diego Union. It was
probably midnight when the boat went off and ab'out twq
I "
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119. John G~ Capron was a'member of the 1st Legislative Assembly representing
Pima county. Act. a";d Resolutions (Prescott, 1865) His career can be traced in
Farish, Arizona, vOh,;i, 2; and 3.
i20. I, Ii~ve 'n~ informati~n 'on Howard:
I
'121. H. C. Hooker' "is the' 'cattle king'· of Arizona." Eliiott, Arizona, p. 144. He
. g~t his start in, the cattle business about 1866 as 'a-beef contractor for th~ army post
,of Fort Goodwin, driving cattle ,in' f.rom Texas. McCord, Report; 1897, p. 45. BiographiI
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ley and a few miles.from (New) Camp Grant. 122 Colonel
Hooker was in the business of raising fine cattle and horses.
The Coloneltook me out to the stables and pointing [to] a
fine saddle-horse said, "Their is your horse; don?t let, him
starve; there is plenty 'of barley' and hay on hand.". With
my,horse and needle-gun 1 road the range for'several days,
most of' the time "cutting trails." Any time 1 struck, a
trail :leading away 1 followed it until 1 found the stock, no,
matter how far,or how long it took me to do so. Sometimes 1
was away from the ranch two or' three days without anything to eat but the 'lunch 1 carried with me in the morning
1 left the home' ranch.,
'
One morning Hooker called me into his office and' handing
, me some'papers said, "What's' the matter with that p~per?"
,I saw it was a government vouch~r for $1,500, but was given
in payment to three different persons, and'had,been returned
from Washington "for correction." 1 told the Colonel that
Government did not do business in that manner; that .th~
voucher was all-wrong. He asked'what is to ,be done with it;
1 said new and separate vouchers must be made out, one
'for each person, and tho'se persons must be looked up, if it
can be done, ana each man sign forhi$ own voucher. Well, 1
leave the matter with you; do what you can with the business. 1 saddled my horse and hit the trail for the San CarlOs
agency. The incorrect voucher had been issued at Yuma'in '
payment of salaries to Government employees. Reaching the
San Carlos agency 1 saw Martin A. Sweeny,123 then clerk for
John P. Clum,124, the Agent, and,had Sweeny to make out
three vouchers. My friend Sweeny'said at the time, "The
fellow that made that voucher must be ad-:m fooL" After
sketch in Elliott, Arizona, pp. 298-99. He is credited with having built Fort Goodwin
at an exorbitant profit. Fish, Manuscript, 2 :405. Hookers's ranch was known as the
Sierri Bonito, the Spanish name for Mt; Graham; it was located about twenty miles
north of Wilcox. Arizona. Ibid., 2 :512, 585, citing Munk, Arizona Sketches, p; 93. Kelly,
Arizona, pp. 114, 197. A biographical essay on Hooker can be read in Lock~oodi
Arizona CharaCters, ch.8. I do not know the ·origin of his title of Colonel.
122.' Se~ Note 105.
,
123. Martin A. Sweeny is mentioned in Clum, op. cit., 3 :37, and in Ogle in NEW
MEXioo H,STORICAL REVIEW, 15 :280:
"
124. J,ohn P. Clum was a storm center at the San Carlos agency during his career
as Indian agent in Arizona. He ,published se~eral articles in the NEW MEXICXJ HiSTOR.lCAL
REVIEW, vols. 3-6. Ogie deals with him, in Ibid., 15 :214-48; see Note' 4.' .
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he had made out the three new vouchers, Sweeny says, "Two
of those men are here; leave the two vouchers' with me and
I'ltsee thatthey sign them." Of course 1 could not compel
them to sign if they refused to do so; but Sweeny was a
NewYbrk ex-prize fighter, and 1 knew he would make the
two sign nilly willy. This they did and one of them told me
that he thought the other m~n was then in Camp Apache or
was there some months ago. Going to Apache 1 was lucky
to find the third man at the Post. Showing him the two
vouchers which had been signed at San Carlos, 1 pre~ented
to him the one he was to sign; after thinking a bit he. said,
"All right, I'received my money for the other voucher." .
At this time the sub-agency at San Pedro had been abandoned and alltheApa<;hes 'taken toSan Carlos,and Sweeny ,
was in charge when Clum was absent-which was most of
the time. The'main agency was still at Fort Apache. The
clerk in charge-Clum being absent as usual-was, a bit
surprised to see me, and said, "1 have tried for months to
find out where you were, where have you been this long
time." 1 then told him of my itinerary to Yuma, California,
and back and that 1 was now at Hooker's ranch. He said we
want you here as interpreter, "Can you come up?" 1 said,
"All right, as soon as 1 can return to Hooker's ranch and
deliver these vouchers; that Hooker was an old 'friend of
mine and 1 was simply making my/home-at th~ ranch. and
not on the "payroll."-Returning to the ranch 1 gave the
Colonel' the -vouchers and said, "They are all right now;
send them in and they will be paid ;" he did so and r~ceived
his money.
. By this time 1 had been at the ranch two months. 1 told
Hooker of my agreement to go back to the Post to act as
interpreter for the Apache ag-ency; and if he w9uld loan me
a horse 1 would send it back the first opportunity. He smiled
and said you can ride your own horse. 1 'looked at him in
blank astonishment and said, "I've no horse, Colonel." He
said, "You have a horse, saddle and bridle which you have
bel;1n riding the past two months, what more do you want?"
Thanking him for the gift 1 i said 1 would pull out· in the
morning. ,He then went down into his' pocket and handed me
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$90, saying, "Here is some money for expenses," I had a
standing invitation from the Col~nel to make his ranch my
home at any time I wanted to do so. He was well liked by all
.his employees, and highly respected throughout the Territory.
.
John P. Clum and the military did not get on together
very, well-if the truth is told-Clum was a bit conceited
and swelled up with his sel~-importance",all of which was
plainly visible to the officers at the Post, as it was to the
civillian who knew him as·hewas. Clum succeed[ed] in getting
authority to remove all the,Apaches from Fort Apache down'
to the Gila river; all but Chief Pedro's band 'of White Mountain Apaches; this band were allowed to remain at Apache.
As before said, the northern tribes and the southern ones did
not agree very well. Late in the evening of the '4th of July
we pulled out of the old agency at Apache and made camp
the first night at the foot of "seven mile hill.~' Someone set
fire to the old bUilding~ a'ud we moved out in the lurid glar~
of the .burning houses. Arriving at the Gila, another sub.;,
agency was established about twenty-five miles above the
San Carlos agency, which now. became the main or head
agency for all the Apaches on the Wh~te Mountain Reserva- .
tion-John P. Clum .agent. Hogue acted as sub-agent, and
I was the interpreter and "doctor."
The "doctor" busirtess came ·about in this way. Dr.
White 125 was the regular doctor at San Carlos,but was inclined to be a bit lazy. Many of our Indians were sick with
the "Goodwin Fea~er"; I went down to see Dr. White and
told him of the conditions at our'sub-agency. White said,
"I can't go up there; can't you do the doctoring for them ?"
I could if I had the "dope." He fitted me' out with a twogallon jar of castor oil, and a quantity of quinine" etc., etc.
With my "dope" I returned and strange to say I had eminent
. s'uccess as a "doctor." I provided myself with a sack of cube
sugar, and with the children I always gave a cube of sugar
if they would drink a tea-cup full of castor oil; this, they
125. Banta repeats his statement in a letter to .Farish. January 17, 1917, Banta
Manuscript' (State Department of Library and' Archives. Phoenix) Clum in NEW
MEXICO H,STOR,CAL REVIEW 3 :407. mentions Dr., J: B. White, army:surgeon. as acting
agent at San Carlos by appointment of Ag,mt James E. Roberts, in late 1873.,
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.always did, tho with a grimace, and ',reach for the sugar. I
was a successful practitioner. Ike Clanton f,urnished th~beef
for our sub~agency; where he got his beef deponeth sayeth
not..Clanton,was .one of theClanton 126 gang that raised so
much h--labout T0mbston~ some years afterwards, and was
finally murdered bya fellow na:med Brayton over on Black
river. -However, ali the, Clantons are dead.
Ti~ing of the eternal sa~eness 'and monotony of the position, I quit the Governmerit service and 'hiked for Tucson.
COIIling back again to Camp Gtant, neat the southern base of
the'G:raham'mountain, I' fell in with Nat Nobl~, Johnny
MontgomerY,127 and two or three more of the boys; we all·
started for, the San Carlos. Reachirtg 'old Camp Goodwin we
all put up with Tom McWilliams,128 who owned.·the place and
was the postmaster there,. the end of the line. That night
ail w~ie drinking red-eye pretty freely,-'-myself excepted..:......
and did not retire until late. Me was a heavy drinker at all
times. In the morning the cookarinounced breakfast, but as
Tom had not yet shown ·up we proposed to wait for' him. We
waited until about nine o'clock and· he not appearing I went
to his room to call him. Entering, I saw Tom lying as if
asleep, his head resting upon his left arm. Going up I put my
hand
on' his shoulder,
but the momerit I touched him I kne';
,
,
,
I
,that Tom McWilliams wasnomc;>re. We burried the corpse,
and i took charge of the postoffice. Notifying the authorities,
1 was ordered,to take an.inventory etc., etc. and run it until
relieveq.by proper authority. Here l conceived the idea of
having the line conti~ued to Apache, Springerville; St. johns'
and to Wingate. Writing up a petition t~ this effect I started
out with it and sec~red signatures 'all along the line. iI.S.
Stev:ens 129 was our Del~gate in' Congress at thistiine. I sent
my" petition to John' Wason at Tucson and asked for his and
Governor "Safford's co-operation. The line was established
~,'

,

,

126, See Note 140.
127. John Montgomery was a member of the 7th and 8th Legislative Assembly,
representin'g Pima county. Acts and Resolutions (Tucson, 1873)
128.. Tom McWilliams was an old pioneer of Arizona. He sold out 'his interests in
the Salt River valley in 1869. He finally ;"oved to Camp Goodwin "where he was
appointed postmaster: .. in March of 1875." Barney, Manuscript; 2:112.
129. He is so listed in McCord, Report, p. 91, serving from '1874 :to 1878.
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but nothing became Of it at the time, for the simple reason
no bids were offered.'
'
I nowstopt at El Badito, now known as St. 'Johns, and
on February 17, 1876, was appointed Justice of the Peace'
for the, precinct of St. Johns. 130 My appointment was signed
by. Dr. Kendal, Fred Williams and , Supervisors
of Yavapai county, "Uncle" Billy Wilkerson, clerk. At'this
time few: whites lived in St. Johns; Sol Barth,' Morris ~arth,
Nathan Barth, John Brophy, wife and sh~p-daug:hter,'Pat
McGorrish and myself composed the white population; the
rest were MexicaIisfrom New Mexico. Yes, Jack Conley, his
Mexican wife and children' we'r,e there. Jack was an old soldierand ,had been discharged in New Mexico from the old
Dragoons. He was a good fellow butsimpie and gossipy.
Some of the Mexicans were hard'characters and had declared
that, "We don't want any alcalde here," and ,made thr.eats,
to close up -my court with the aid of six-shooters.' Eddy
Wells,131 now ex-judge Wells. of Prescott, was then' District
attorney of Yavapai county; General Kautz 132 commanded
the departmerit of Arizona.,
''
_ At this time there was a standing order froni the Secretary of War directing the military authorities to assist the
,civil authorities when called upon by the proper parties.
Knowing this I ",ro,te Wells of the present conditions at St.
Johns and requ~sted that he see General Kautz a);>out thematter. ;He immediately called on the General at Whipple
130. This is confirmed by E. c.' Bunch, pioneer in this part of Arizona, whose
brief memoir is published in Farish, Arizona, 6 :284-292. The names of many contemporaries are mention~d by Bunch.
.
.
Bunch writes of Banta: "When I' came to Arizona, Banta· was here writing up
the doing~ of men,' not even sparing the military officers. whose works· were, ,sometimes, 4 no t in good form.' He is still here, 'kicking' against the trend of society, though
he still.'believes there are greater evils abroa~ in the land 'than'\the .'Tango Dance/ 'Split'
Skirts,' or even the boys playing baseball OIl Sunday." Ibid" p, 288.
131. Probably E'dmund W. Wells who arrived in Arizona with the Goodwin party
that established the first Territorial 'government. He had ~ prominent career 'as lawyer,
judge, and legislator. Short biogaphical sketches are in Kelly, 'Arizona, PP'. 341-42;
Fish, Manuscript, 2 :366; and Farish, Arizona, 4 :269-71. At Banta's funera~ services,
Judge E. S. Wells called the names of the five scouts who guided the Goodwin party
to Arizona. Banta was the last of them. Prec~tt COUri~T, June 25, 1924..
132. August Valentine Kautz was a West Point graduate, commissioned July 1,
1852. H~ served with distinction in the War with' Mexico and in the Civil War. He
retired January 5, 1892, and died three years later on September 4. Heitman, Register.
Hinton, HOhtdbook, p. 308.
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and secured' an order <Erected to the _Commanding Officer
at Fort Apache to furnish any assistance ,I may need to!
enforce the civil law. Wells sent me a copy of this order, and
upon its receipt byrne, I met Jack Conly and taking him
aside, read the letter-much of it between the lines-telling
him that this matter was confidential between us. Of course
as was to be expected, it was not long until the "gun-meri" ,
had heard all about the "order," and that, if any of them
made a break they would be sent up in irons to the guardhouse at Fort Apache. ResuItof my coup de etat-nothing
doing. There being at this time more whites at Round valley
-now Springerville-than at St. Johns, and at their urgent
request I was elected Justice of the Peace at that place in
the fall of 1876. 133
'Iri the meantime Johnny Behan, Troy McCltiry and Babcock (Slim' Jim), had dropt into Round valley with a "I:ace
pony" with which they proposed to make a clean-up of the
Mexicans at horse racing and otherwise. They met with in, different success, however, and determined to go south again
and take in the "feast" at El Paso, which ,was to come off
on the 12th of the following month-December. Julius
Becker had a small stock of goods he had purchased from
Aleck Jordan, was, Emgaged in merchandising and farming.
One day Behan; McClery, Jack O'Neil, Babcock and myself
were in Becker's little store, and the boys were in need of
a few: supplies for their trip; it was proposed by Slim Jim.,who wasa pretty smooth'guy-,-to try an,d win the wherewith
off of Becker: Of course Becker never gambled any in his life
and was very close besides. Jack O'Neil was to act as "stall:"
Pretty soon 'Slim Jim h~d three cards on the counter, :which
he was tos~ing abou't. Jack wanted to' kn.ow what sort of a
game, that was, and was told by Jim it was "mountain
euchre." Jack said, "I'll bet five dollars I can guess the right
card." Jim carelessly threw the cards on the counter and
Jack turned over one and it was the "right card" of course.
"Tha~s dead easy," says Jack, "Give us another layout."
133.

Banta later wrote that he did not qualify for the position because he went

to Tucson when the legislature was dealing with the question of moving the capital
from Tucson back to Prescott, the original location. Prescott Courier, June 21, 1924 (a
clipping)

,
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Jim made a few passes with the cards and then lay them
down on the counter; he then turned his head away to expectorate on the floor; as he did this Jack O'Neil turned up one
corner of the card on which he proposed to bet. Jim turned
about and appeared not to notice the turned up corner; but
picked up the cards and made a few passes with them and
again laid down the cards. ,
All this time Becker was 'watching Jack's work on the
card. He was a bit excited and wanted to know if he could'
bet now. Slim says, "Of course you can, but don't bet too
high as I don't want to loose very much." The corner of the
card still stuck up plain to be seen. Becker turned over the
marked card, and strange to say it was another card and not
the right one at all. Becker had bet $35 on the card. Jack
O'Neil had of course bet the five previously won. Becker
nearly fell over with astonishment. Jim sa~d, "We don'twan~
your money but....will take it out in trade," which they did.
Then Jim,told Becker never to bet on anyone's game again
as he was sure to loose if he did. I suppose that was ~ecker's
first and last bet at cards.
The Legislature was to meet at Tucson that winter and
the boys asked me 'to go along _with them as far as Pueblo,
Viejo, now, known as ,Solomonville. 134 I had a mare and
buggy and a colt from Hooker's fine horse Gold-dust. We
started south and I never qualified'at all for J. P.'at'Round
Valley. Reaching Pueblo Viejo we parted company; the
boys going on to Ell Paso, and I to Tucson.
.
135
Judge Ruggles was a member of the Legislature from
Pinal county, and after adjournment he asked me to accom.:.
pany him to Florence; I did so and remained there for some
,

'

134. A company of fifteen Mexicans located' at Pueblo Viejo [Old Town, or
Settlement, in Spanish] in '1872. They' so named the place probably' because of the
ruins nearby. The first American settler in 1873 sold out later to 1. E. Solomon in
1876. Solomon located there when under contract to burn charcoal for the Clifton
mines. A post office was established in 1878 with Solomon as postmaster. William
Kirkland carried the mail on horseback. He named the place Solomonville. Fish, Manuscript, 3 :687. Solomon was prominent in politics during the 1880's. Ibid., 3 :653f. The
detailed growth of communities in the central Gila valley is discussed in Wyllys,
Arizona, p. 223f.
'
•
135. Levi Ruggles was a member of the 7th Legislative Assembly. Acts and Resolutions .. and of the 9th and 13th. Kelly, Arizona. He located at, Florence in October
1868; "the patriarch of Florence." Elliott, Arizona, p. 264. A short biographical sketch
is in Ibid., p. 293.
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time. Th~ Judge and others wanted me to start a little n.ewspaper at Florence: That summer the smallpox'was very bad
at Florence, especially ~:inong the Mexican population. Joe
Colingwood 136 appointed me census marshai to, hike the
school census of that district: I suppose no one else cared to
take the job on account 0f the smallpox. 1 did the work and
met perhaps an l;lUndred cases of the disease; but I never had
any fear of smallpox and thought nothing of the matter. Besides my mare and colt' I had three' other plugs of horses,
. and had,them out at Granville Wheat's 137 ranch six~eenmiles'
out Of Florence.
, Charly Mason/ 38 owner of the Silver' King mine, came infrom Los Angeles, and being' an old friend of mine since'
1863, he wanted to kno~ what'I was doing at Florence. I
told him of the newspaper proposition. He said, "Let those'
fellows gC!; I am- going up to Globe on business; will be back
in three days, and when I get back we will go into Los Angeles together and you' can buy what you ne~d for the ,office;
I will pay for it, have it shiped to Florence and you can pay
for it when you can; I'have more money than I need anyway." He went off to Globe.
Thefollowing day Wheat came in from his ranch and told
me my animals were gone; didn't know ifstolen or not, but
they had disappeared., I immediately went to a corral and
hired a horse and going to the ranch struck their trail which
I followed for about hundred miles; I found all 'and returned to Florence. In the mea~time Mason had returned
and made inquiry foi' me but n.o one knew where I had gone.
He took the stage back to Los' Angel~s and the next I heard
of Mason he had died of smallpox shortly after he arrived
at Los Angeles.
'(To be continued)

a

'136. Joseph Collingwood opened the fi';"t store at Florence in'March, 1869. Farish,
Arizo".na, 6:49, citi'ng Elliott, Arizona.
137. Granville' Wheat was a California '4ger who arrived in Arizona iti 1859.
settled at Florence in 1868, and was elected first Sheriff of Pima c'ounty. Farish,
Arizona,' 6 :55.
138. Charles G., Mason was the first settler in Florence, building an adobe house
in the summer of 1866. Elliott, Arizona, p. 264. In company with Benjamin W. Regan,
William H. Long, and Isaac Copeland, ,he discovered the famous Silver King mine.
Mason bought out one of the partners, then sold his half interest to Col. James M.
Barney for $300,000. Hodge, Arizona, ,P. 119. Hamilton, Resources, p. 111 (2nd edition).'
.
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